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The Maine Campus
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October 24, 1994

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875

• Preparing for November

Vol. 112 No.19

• Forum

Gore rallies Democrats, raps Littlefield, Stevens hold
Republicans at Bangor speech call-in hour on WMEB

paid," replied Stevens.
Questions ranged from universal health care, to the legalIn a call in forum Thursday ization of gambling in Maine
night, State House Represen- and school vouchers.
tative Kathleen Stevens (D)
"I'm against school vouchand candidate Brent Littlefield ers. That's what private schools
(R) pledged to support educa- exist for," Stevens said, adding
tion.
segregation might develop from
"Orono is well known for a choice of school.
education," said Stevens. "To
"There will be rich kids in
support Orono is to support ed- one school and a minority in
ucation."
another," said Stevens.
The hour-long forum was
Littlefield took a different
held on WMEB by moderator stance.
Angela Vivar, the station's pro"Kathleen is wrong. It would
motion director, to air both can- work. It would breed better
didates' campaign goals and schools. It would allow parents
ideas.
and students to make decisions
Emphasis was placed on the on schools to attend. Schools
issue of job creation in Maine. would then turn around and sup"Students who learn skills ply bussing," said Littlefield.
for after college need jobs for
On occasion, callers had
these skills. And students more of a statement to make
should be allowed to stay in rather than a question to ask.
Maine," said Littlefield.
"I've asked you on many oc"Job creation means noth- casions your stance on an ising if the work force is underSee FORUM page

By Les Raye

By M.Jon Rinaldi
Staff Writer

Representative Tom Andrews looks on as Al Gore addresses the
Bangor Auditorium audience Saturday night.(Page photo.)

Vice President Al Gott blasted
Republicans and touted the Democratic Party's achievements ofthe past
two years in support of Maine Democrats atthe Jefferson Jackson Dinner at
theBangorAuditoriumSaturday night
Thedinnersponsored by the Maine
DemocraticPartydrewabout450guests
who paid $15 apiece for dinner and the
chance to see Gore speak on behalf of
Joe Brennan,Tom Andrews,John Baldacci, and Dennis Dutremble.
SenatorGeorgeMitchellintroduced
the vice president,who wasoncrutches
because ofa torn a.chilles tendon.
After a few self-deprecating remarks and candidate endorsements,
Gore compared the last two years of
Democratic leadership to the previous
12 year Republican stint.
Gore said,"The legacy oftrickledown Reaganomics was that Maine
suffered the worst recession since the
Depression of the 1930s. Unemployment shot way up. Jobs were shipped
overseas. Bankruptcies skyrocketed.
Nationwide ournationaldebt wasquadrupled in only a dozen years."

Special to the Campus

See GORE page 4

• Resources

UMaine set to launch new
energy conservation project
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
The university is set to begin an
electricalenergyconservationprogram
that may save the University ofMaine
$300,000a year,according toThomas
Cole, director of Facilities Management.
"It will towards the end of the fall
before we get going," said Cole.
The university, with the help of
Northeastern Energy Services, Inc.
Editor's note — The Maine
Campus has received a large volume of correspondence concerning the editorial ofFriday, Oct. 14.
The editorial took issue with some
remarks made by Dean of Student
Services Dwight Rideout, with
many people charging that the re-

(NORESCO), will replace the retro- "said Cole.
fits andballastsofthefiuorescentlights
According to a letter by President
in all the buildings on the campus, Frederick Hutchinson to Chancellor J.
Cole said.
Michael Orenduff proposing the
Authorization for the project was project, the university currently uses
given by the Board ofTrustees in their approximately 30 million kilowattJuly 11 meeting. According to the hours at a cost of about $2.4 million.
Chancellor's Newsletter, the board The project would reduce consumpapproved the spending of up to tion by five million kilowatt-hours,
$960,000 for the project.
according to Michael Mayhew,senior
"We're obviously close to getting projects manager for NORESCO.
this thing done,because we wouldn't
NORESCOiscurrently underconhave gone to the board if we weren't, tract with Bangor Hydro-Electric,
which is the university's supplier for
marks were taken out of context.
electricity,
to reduce demand. WorkTo ensure that readers are able to
ing
with
NORESCO,
the university
judge for themselves, The Maine
offeredby
Bangwillreceive
asubsidy
Campus presents the full text ofthe
or
Hydro
worth
about
$300,000,
accomments, made during a panel
cording
to
Cole.
The
project
would
discussion on the final day ofRape
cost over $1.25 million without the
AwarenessWeek.Readers willfind
subsidy, said Cole.
the comments on page eight.
See ZAP page 4

• Local
,

(_)

PAGE 17

You're busted! Jail and
Bail raises funds for the
March of Dimes.
page 6

• Editorial
More Maine Campus
readers tell us just how
lame we really are.
page 10

Tori Amos titillated a UMaine audience with her scorching
stage presence Friday night. See page 9.(Page photo.)

• Arts
"Don Giovanni" seduces
his way through Europe in
a production at the MCA.
page 10

• Sports
The UMaine hockey team
begins its march to
another natiJiral championship
page 21
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• Israel wrestles with dichotomy

Bri

• N. Ireland refelects upon 1991 bombing
• Violence and fear still reported in Haitian countryside
• Reflections

• Moods

Peace, hope and fear wrestle for Israel Northern Ireland remembers darkest days

1

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — In the past week, Israel has suffered an extreme
confirmation ofthe old Jewish dictum,symbolized by breaking a glass at a wedding:
There is no joy without sadness.
The joy of a peace treaty with Jordan was swiftly followed by the bombing of a
Tel Aviv bus that killed 21 people and cast a pall over the Middle East's headlong rush to
peace.
The country is divided between those who say the peacemaking is too advanced to be
stopped by Islamic fundamentalist terrorism and those who fear that attacks like Wednesday's bombing could sink it.
Having invested so hugely in making peace, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat are unlikely to let the violence stop them. But the question
is whether either will survive to see the process through.
Rabin's parliamentary majority rests on a handful of fickle votes. Arafat, having laid
down his arms for less than full Palestinian statehood, needs urgently to prove to his people
that it was worth the gamble.
The vicious circles that kept the Middle East at war for so long are continuing to gum
up the peace effort.
To calm his frightened public,Rabin has sealed offthe Palestinian territories, both those
still occupied by Israel and the self-rule areas.

BELFAST,Northern Ireland(AP)— Beneath a lampposton Belfast's Shankill Road,
a rain-slick slab ofstone quotes the Gospel according to Luke:"To give light to them that
sit in darkness and,in the shadow of death, to guide our feet into the way of peace."
The memorial is to nine Shankill Protestants who,on Saturday afternoon one year ago, were
blown apart or crushed beneath the rubble ofan IRA bomb.It is a poignant reminder ofa province
until recently trapped in acycle offearand vengeance— and a marker,too,forthe remarkable push
for peace since then.
"Whatwe havedoneis movethis processfurtherthan anyone believed possible 12 months ago.
There is a spirit ofhope out there right across Northern Ireland," Prime Minister John Major said
Saturday after meeting the British army commander and police chief in the province.
Back-to-back truces by the Irish Republican Army and Protestant-based "loyalist" gunmen,
responsible for most ofthe nearly 3,200 deaths in Northern Ireland since 1969, would have been
unthinkable last October.
Atthe time,thetwocamps were trying to decapitate each other,with the loyalist Ulster Defense
Association and Ulster Volunteer Force assassinating Catholics in an indiscriminate war against
IRA supporters.
The IRA's north Belfast unit hoped to destroy the Shankill headquarters ofthe outlawed UDA
on Oct. 23, 1993,but the bomb detonated early in Frizzell's fish shop downstairs,killing an IRA
man along with the innocents.

2

• Rural fear

Familiar chaos returns
to downtown streets
PORT-AU-PRINCE,Haiti(AP)—Under watchful
American eyes,shoppers and hawkers,trucks and minibuses jammed downtown streets Saturday in a show of
chaos and normalcy. But sporadic reports filtered in ofcontinuing violence and fear in the Haitian countryside.
Haiti's interim army chief announced, meanwhile,that Haitian authorities would begin searching private homes for hidden
arms,signaling a new level ofcooperation with the U.S. military.
At the National Palace, a week after he returned from exile
under U.S.protection,President Jean-Bertrand Aristide was still
consulting a wide range of political leaders about the makeup of
his new government
He is expected to announce his new prime minister shortly.
Claudette Werleigh, currently his interim foreign minister, has
been considered the frontrunner for thejob.But a source close to
the government said Saturday her name was encountering
resistance within the Haitian Chamber of Deputies.
It was the first shopping Saturday since the end of an
international economic embargo and the return oflegally available gasoline to Port-au-Prince service stations.

3

• Teresa

Storm leaves seven
dead in Philippines
MANILA,Philippines(AP)— Storm Teresa
left the Philippines on Saturday after killing at
least seven people and forcing 38,000 to flee
their homes, civil defense officials said.
Initial reports said Teresa, which swept Manila and
nearby provinces Friday before being downgraded
from a typhoon to a storm, caused heavy damage to
rice and coconut plantations south of the capital.
Many areas were without electricity for more than
24 hours.
President Fidel Ramos declared a state of calamity
in the metropolitan Manila area and 10 nearby provinces, freeing emergency funds and allowing the government to stop profiteers from exploiting the situation.
Fortunato Dejoras of the Office of Civil Defense
said six people were reported killed by falling trees
and flying debris. A seventh victim, a 70-year-old
man, died of a heart attack, he said.
The Department of Social Welfare and Development said more than 38,000 people were driven out of
their homes by the typhoon, which had winds of
nearly 100 mph Friday. Many returned when the
weather improved Saturday.

4

• Floods

• Vatican

Nine dead in torrential Pope cancels appearence
for health reasons
rains in Athens
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — A three-hour
downpour backed up sewers and caused severe flooding, killing nine people, authorities said.
Most of the victims were trapped in basement
apartments in the northern suburbs of Athens, police
said.
The floods following the heavy rain late Friday
backed up traffic for miles, caused power failures and
trapped scores of people in elevators.
The Kifissos river on the outskirts of Athens overflowed, collapsing sections of a highway and sweeping
away abandoned cars.
More rain early Saturday hampered efforts to pump
water out of shops and basement apartments and remove debris from roads.
The storm followed devastating torrential rains
on the southeastern Aegean island of Rhodes on
Thursday. Four British tourists drowned when their
car was hit by gushing waters on a main highway.
Floods isolated villages and damaged power and
telephone lines.

5

VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John Paul II
skipped a special Mass Saturday night for health
reasons, Vatican Radio said Sunday.
The pope, who cancelled a trip to the United States
this month because of his health, attends a ceremony at
St. Peter's Basilica every year to mark the opening of
the academic year for Vatican institutions.
But a combination of "the need for the full restoral
of his health" and work on an ongoing bishops' synod
kept him away from the Saturday night Mass, Vatican
Radio said Sunday.
Cardinale Pio Laghi read a message from the pope
instead, the radio said.
For months,the Vatican has denied rumors that John
Paul is ill.
He fell and broke his leg April 28 and had hip
replacement surgery the next day. He postponed his
U.S. trip because he needed more time to recover, the
Vatican said.
John Paul plans a trip to Sicily Nov. 4-6. Church
officials there said he would limit his activities during the visit.
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• Equal access

Learning-disabled students
face daily challenges
that documentation,the university ultimately decides what kind ofaccommodation the
Special to the Campus
person needs.
Learning-disabled students at the Uni"When someone brings me documentaversity of Maine face many challenges from tion of their disability, it will help us figure
students and faculty.
out what that person needs," Smith said.
"The greatest challenge for a learning "Every learning disability is very unique."
disabled student is stigma and attitude,"
Many learning disabled students are
said Ann Smith, Counselor/Coordinator of reluctant to tell their instructors they need
Services for Students with Disabilities.
accommodation because ofthe instructors'
A learning disability is a disorder that and students' attitudes, said Smith.
affects a person's ability in one or more of
"These people are going into classes
the areas of reading, writing, listening, needing accommodations and sometimes,
speaking, reasoning, spatial perception or attitude-wise, they get a feeling that 'I'm
mathematics.
less than the other students,' or that the
"A learning disability doesn't just hap- professor sees me as dumb," said Smith.
pen," Smith said."Students perceive a patOn a social level,students tend to change
tern of difficulty in one area of learning." their attitudes and can be demeaning toThere are about a 100 students with ward learning disabled students once they
learning disabilities that pass through are told of their disability, Roxanne Martin
Smith's office, but she suspects there are at said.
least two to three times as many students
"I don't like to tell people I have a
out there with learning disabilities. These learning disability because of the reactions
students aren't requesting accommodations 1 get. Their attitudes suddenly change, and
and are going it alone.
they begin to apologize," said Martin, a
According to a fall 1994 report by the senior psychology major. "I tell them I'm
American Council of Education,5 percent just like everybody else."
of all college students in the U.S. attending
Professors sometimes worry that by
a four year public college are learning dis- helping to accommodate a learning-disabled. That's an increase from 2.6 percent abled student by giving them extra time for
a test, other students will be resentful, said
in 1978.
If students suspect they have a learning Smith.
disability and need accommodations,Smith
"It's important that the student body
says they should talk with her at the On- understands that when someone receives
ward building on campus. If a problem is an accommodation in their class that,it's to
determined, the person is referred to a pri- help overcome a barrier so they can be
vate doctor off campus for testing. From
See LEARN page 4

aricI
Steveris

By Nicole Harriman

A Formal Debate
Thursday October 27
Bangor Lounge, Union
3:15 pm

Sponsored by The Maine Campus.

COLBY
Presents
Friday, October 28 at 7:30 p.m.

In Concert
Colby College Wadsworth Gym
Tickets on sale at UMaine
Student Activites Office
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Zap

from page 1

Forum

from page 1

"We'll reduce the electrical inefficiencies at purchase ordersfrom the university,according to sue, and you're consistently
elusive to
the university by putting more energy efficient Mayhew.They are waitingfortheapprovalofthe the question. And it irritates
me that
lighting," said Mayhew.
finance department and of the Chancellor's of- you fail to take a stance, but yet you run
The size of the tubes for florescent lighting fice, said Mayhew.
for office," caller Ben Chipman, presihas changed.The old tubes,T-12, were approx"We were hoping to have started by now," dent of Maine Vocals, told Littlefield.
imately an inch and a halfthick,whereas the new said Mayhew.
This in turn led to a discussion on the
tubes, T-8, are only one inch,said Mayhew.
The first building to get the new retrofits will legalization of marijuana.
Replacement ofthe old technology ofthe T- be the library, said Mayhew.
Both candidates said they believed
12 lighting with the new technology of the T-8
His main interest in the reduction ofenergy is in the pro-choice stance on abortion
system willcutconsumption.Less heatiscreated with the environment.
rights.
by the smaller tube,and so less energy is needed,
'The less energy we use,the less we need to
"People should have the right to
said Mayhew.
drill for it," said Mayhew.
choose," said Littlefield, who also sup'Tens of thousands of lights will be reNORESCO has worked with other schools ports limits on protests at clinics.
placed," said Cole.
to reduce consumption,such as Harvard UniverStevens, who is against spousal conAccording to Mayhew,some of the newer sity, Brown University and the University of sent, took it even further
adding the
buildings already employ the T-8 tubes.
New Hampshire.
state should take responsibility for those
NORESCO has been surveying the build"Our company has a lot of interest with the who cannot afford it.
ings on campus since the summer,but has yet to University of Maine, since our president was a
"The state should make abortion not
start the project because they are waiting for UMaine graduate," said Mayhew.
only for the rich," said Stevens.
Future forums are being proposed by
from page 1 WMEB, possibly sometime next week.
All this was carried out by "Republicans cation,downsizing government and foreign policy.
posing as fiscal conservatives," Gore said.
"Now we have a strong sustainable econoGore was not the only one to take shots at the my,low inflation, declining deficits for the third
Republicans. Mitchell and Andrews had their year in a row,"Gore said."In the past 21 months equal to the rest ofthe student body," Smith
jibes as well.
we have been able to create 4.6 millionjobs.The said,"Not so they can get a leg up."
Smith said one professor, when asked
"If you took the word no out of the English national debt as a percentage of the economy is
to accommodate for a learning-disabled
language, the Republicans would be speech- down. Unemployment is down."
less," Mitchell said.
Gore,Andrews,and Mitchell told the crowd student during a test, said, "All of my
'The Republican Party has made it very clear to disregard the "pollsters and pundits" predict- students of would do better if they had
more time."
with their 'Contract out on America' that they ing Republican victories in many of the races.
want to bring back trickle-down Reaganomics.
"What we know is that it's not true,"
"Polls don'tpredict whatpeople willdoin the
We all know what happened in the 1980s when future," Mitchell said."They tell you what they Smith said. "Research in the last several
years has found that if they give all the
wetriedtrickle-downeconornics,"Andrewssaid. think about in the past."
students
"Our nation's economy was driven to its knees."
in the class the extra time, it will
Andrews said, "I've been behind in evGore said in the past two years, Democrats had ery poll I've been in and I'm closer now than help overcome the learning disabled student's barrier, but the rest of the student
success with the economy,legislative passage,edu- I've ever been."
body will do exactly the same work."
The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
Student volunteers such as note-takers and
foods loaded with taste not fat
audio readers are a tremendous help to certain
learning-disabled students, Smith said.
"I sincerely appreciate the willingness
of the fellow student body to help students

Gore

Make a
contribution to
life after death.

THE AMERICAN I EART
ASSULIAFIC)N
MEM()1(1A . I'Wit RAM;

Amwicon
Heart
Association
This space piovicied as a public service.

Learn

igh

light

Try the REAL Chinese food at the
lowest price around.
Bring a friend, and
Save 20%.
We're good with faces, so don't try and cheat.)

As always, 10% discount with student ID

371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery•
We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.

with disabilities," Smith said."It's the volunteerism that makes it happen."
Although one of the biggest misconceptions of learning-disabled students is
they are slow and dumb, the truth is on a
post-secondary level they are average to
above-average students, said Smith.
"LD does not stand for lazy and dumb,"
Smith said. "Out of my one-hundred students with learning disabilities, the majority of them have superior to genius level
IQ's."
Learning-disabled students are the average college student, they look and act
like any other student.
"Most ofthe student body will be sitting
next to somebody with a learning disability
atsome point in their college career,"Smith
said,"and never know it."

till_d_37PR-cb=rataink
Oct. 26

(Friend must be a new customer.

from page 3

Writing
College Papers

Robert Whelan
Exec. Asst to the President
Sponsored by the Memorial Union
and the Office of Commuter Services

Wednesdays - 3:15p.m.
Totrnan Room
Memorial Union
A series of one-hour seminars
designed to offer helpful tips
on improving a variety of
your learning skills

Field Course on Wetland Ecology of the Everglades
January 3 to 13, 1995
For upperclass undergraduates and graduate students in the natural sciences, who have had an ecology course.
Topics include geology, paleoecology, history, hydrology, environmental chemistry, populatio
ns, autecology, animal
behavior, management, and conservation of the Everglades wetland.
It will be 5 days of group field trips, 4 days of individual research and a final day of oral presentati
ons.
Participents will have to tent in Everglades National Park and provide own transporta
ion to Miami or Everglades.
2 credits will be awarded in either INT 375

Field studies in Ecology or VVLM 697 Wildlife Management Problems

It will be led by faculty members: Aram Calhoun, Ronald Davis, Shirley Davis,
Malcolm Hunter
The cost includes:
1) $325 course fee (covers: transportation from Miami to and from Everglades and field
work, all meals, field equipment 84.,- supplies, 60% staff expenses)
2) your transportation to Florida
3) tuition
Application forms can be obtained from 217a Deering Hall or 226 Nutting Hall

Deadline: October 31, 1994
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• Public relations

• Reconstruction

Wingate Hall shows off Speakers Bureau connects
changes with open house public, university
By Robert S. Bellamente
Special to the Campus

"What we try to do with the Speaker's
Bureau is to let the public know that we have
experts on campus who can advise them on a
number ofthings,"said Diamond."Sometimes
it'sjust consulting,sometimes it's a member of
the news media who needs a resource or it might
be a member of the public who has a question
about bugs and wants to know if we have an
expert on entomology,and we do."
Each year, Soderberg updates a list of volunteer"experts"from deans to assistant professors and compiles the "Speakers Bureau and
Specialists List" booklet. Over 150 speakers
who can cover over 270 subjects are included.
The booklet is distributed throughout the state
to organizations like the Kiwanis, Rotary and
Lions clubs and the media.
"In terms ofoutreach,we have people in the
college of business administration who advise
people who work for the chamber of commerce,for example,and serve as resources for
them," said Diamond.
"Workingfor governmentand business and
See PICS page 6

Orono,Maine 1865- Three years after Congress passed an act entitled "Donation oflands
to several states and territories, which may
provide colleges, for the benefit of agriculture
and the mechanic arts,"the University ofMaine
was founded as one of the first of the land and
sea grant universities.
In return for the grant, the state and federal
governments expected the faculty and the university's resources would be available to the
public at large. The university fulfills this obligation in the form of the "outreach mission."
According to John Diamond, director of
Public Affairs,the scope ofthis mission entails
the faculty to"teach,be involved in scholarship
and research and to do(public service)on behalf
of the university."
The Speaker's Bureau, headed by Norman
Attendees of Wingate Hall's open house socialize around the snack table. Soderberg and an office person whofieldscalls,
(Page photo.)
serves as an liaison to connect the university to
istrar's office was giving away a back- the public.
By Daphne Brinkerhoff
pack, four mugs, six tickets to Friday's
Staff Writer
hockey game and a Maine hockey cap.
Wingate Hall has undergone major The Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium had tchanges since last year. Last Thursday, shirts and the student aid office provided
Wingate held an open house to demon- two tickets to the Franco-Irish Summit
Tour at the Maine Center for the Arts.
strate those changes to the public.
"It's not real busy. We had a peak time
From 2:00 to 4:30 p.m., visitors wanTuesday, 3:30 p.m.
dered through Wingate's three floors, between 2:30 and 3:30. I think the [rainy]
do
a
weather
to
lot
said
a
it,"
had
with
munching on carrot sticks and drinking
How to Get What YOU Need by Asserting Yourself
worker from the registrar's office.
cider.
Sherri Cousins, Health Impact Group, Cutler Health Center
Wingate's inhabitants seemed happy
Visitors could enter their names into a
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union
See OPEN HOUSE page 6
drawing for several door prizes. The reg-

NT

FREE!
How many things in this world
are free?
•air
*snow
*Willy
*Senior pictures
As you can see, the list is
pretty short. Take advantage
of the ones you can.(Don't go
trapping any whales in the near
future.)

SENIOR PICTURES
OCTOBER 24-31
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Memorial Room, Memorial Union
(Did we mention they'refree?)

PRISM
•this isn't your high school yearbook •

ITO A "IZE_AL" ciZADUATE_
OTUPENT

-raE_AL: LOOP! "IZEJ6L"
4"ZEAL"

AND!

-12.LAL" fuNi!
29 OCT05LIZ 1994
8:00 P.M. - MIDNIctiT
COMMON6
ASSOCAATION OF

GRADUATE STUDENTS

An AGS Activity Committee Event
Sponsored to Promote Graduate
Sutdent Community.
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• Charity

March of Dimes raises
funds with Jail and Bail
By Robert Bellemente
Octoberis NationalCampaignforHealthier
Babies Month and the March of Dimes is
celebrating with a"Jail and Bail"eventTuesday
and Wednesday,Oct.25 and26atthe Memorial
Union.
Young Hong Chung and other members of
AlphaPhi Omega,a University ofMainefraternity, are helping to organize the event for the
second year in a row.
The event, which raised $3500 last year,
will benefit the Maine state chapter of the
March of Dimes and provide funding for research, public service and public and professional health education.

Jail and Bail will be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and is being sponsored by the University of
Maine Credit Union as well as other area businesses. WWFX -FM is promoting the events.
Chris Olsen,the March of Dimes conununity director said,"People are 'arrested' voluntarily,taken to 'jail' and receive a mug shot and
striped hat."
They then spend an hour or so in 'jail'
getting pledges. Lucky lunch time convicts
receive free pizza donated by Pizza Hut.
Chris Toothaker, a UMaine student said,
"The event sounds like fun, plus I think I
could use a little time in the cooler to straighten out."
The March ofDimes is a non-profit organiSee JAIL page 7

PICS

Open House

Special to the Campus

from page 5

industry on problems that might affect them,"
Diamond added,the bureau functions in much
the same way the Margaret Chase Smith center
does outreach work. "What we do is one small
but complementary service."
Kay Hyatt,directorofnewsservices,handles
the requestsforinformation. Hyattthen connects
them with the "expert"they need. The speakers
sometimes do lectures, consultation or troubleshooting in specialized areas; or provides the
results of research or an expert opinion.
Occasionally they are paid an honorarium
and travel expenses; it is a way offulfilling the
responsibility of the "outreach mission."
"It's an ongoing effort to remind the public
that the university is here as a public resource
and notjust a place where people go to get an
education," Diamond said.
Since its inception in 1963, the Speakers
Bureau has played a key role in connecting the
university to the rest of the state.

Osbomes Amily &stuarant

presents
PIZIAVILLA

with the changes.
"It's the first time I've had an office
with windows," said Alan Davenport, director of the Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium.
Davenport said the planetarium has
been requesting changes since 1985.
"The floor tiles were actually deteriorating," Davenport said.
"I'm very pleased with the changes. I
think we have much better student space.
The advising rooms are much more pleasant," said Gianna Marrs of the student aid
office.
The changes were designed to keep
most of the student traffic on the first
floor.
"They organized it so that the space is
more practical," Davenport said.
The contractors installed special lighting, so they had to lower the ceilings.
"Because Wingate is a historic building
on campus, they made sure they didn't
change the original windows," Marrs
said.
"The best part is that we are now handicapped-accessible. There were two steps
to get into the building, and no elevator. I
and the other staff would meet across the

Our regular prices beat our
competitors' specials

$5.99 each

A woman soaks up the sun in front of Stevens Hall last week, before the rain.
(Page photo.)
road at a picnic table with [handicapped]
students. That was okay in summer, but
what do you do in December?,"said Marrs.
"They raised the sidewalk outside so
there's not so many steps," said Davenport.
"Hopefully it's an inviting place for

students when they do need to meet with
an advisor," said Marrs.
"I think people will respond to us more
like a theater," said Davenport.
"I think [the renovation] reflects the
university's commitment to students.It says
that students are important," said Mans.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

Free
Delivery
16" 1 topping pizza

from page 5

Any nurse who just wants a job can

with your level of experience. As

find one. But if you're a nurs-

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

with salad + garlic bread

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

$6.99

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

no limit

2- Spagetti & Meatball
dinners

167 Center St.
Across the post office
827-6460

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Re-Elect KATHLEEN STEVENS
Authonted ilk1 paid

i by the Committee t4) elect Stevens, Jeannie

Matdva, treasurer.
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New England News
• Break out the ice scrapers

New England awaits inevitable winter harshness
BOSTON (AP) — So the skies were
cloudy.So what? It was60 degrees and few
people wanted to talk about winter.
"Go away! Why do you want to bring
up that subject?" said Kathy MacTavish of
Boston as she took a break near the Mr.
Gourmet hot dog stand in Post Office
Square.
Even Gary Cohen of Quincy, whose
delight with his new snow blower makes
him sound like a man who spent too much
time in a blizzard ("I just love it. I hope it
snows more") was less than thrilled about
the idea of snow early next month.
"The beginning of November? That is
kind of early," Cohen said.
That's what the Farmers' Almanac
and Old Farmer's Almanac have predicted: early snowfalls, late snowfalls, unseasonably high temperatures and bitter
lows — all on the heels of last year's

bitter, brutal, record-setting winter.
"We're predicting it's going to be a
rough winter, especially in the Northeast,
but not as bad as last year," said Sandy
Duncan, managing editor of the Farmers'
Almanac in Lewiston, Maine.
Even if it doesn't snow an inch, painful
memories of last winter's succession of
snowstorms and record accumulation are
driving people to prepare for the worst.
"The consumer is under the impression
that the sky is going to fall — that so much
snow is going to fall that they're never
going to get out of the house again," said
Terry McGovern of Arthur's Equipment
Co. in Milton.
McGovern has sold more than 1,000
snow blowers since March,compared to 30
by this time last year, as worried New Englanders try to buy before the deep-freeze.
Snow blowers and even shovels were

Jail

from page 6

zation that is among the forerunners of groups
battling birth defects, low birth weight and
infant mortality.
Sharon Rothwell,captain ofthe women's
soccer team said,"Jail and Bail is abetter way
to raise money than a telethon or skate-a-thon
or something, because it's people you know
calling you for pledges...,and it's kind of
funny."
They also support programs that improve
access to pre-natal care. The March ofDimes
is one ofthe only programs to still offer public
health information and instructional videos

free to the public.
Tiya Eggan, another UMaine student, stated, "I hear about the March of Dimes all the
time, but it's rare that I should get a chance to
help them like this."
A similar Jail and Bail event was held at the
Bangor Mall Center Court Oct. 18-20, sponsored by the Dunlap Corporation; the Allen,
Freeman and Moors Agency;and Sargent,Tyler
and West insurance.
There is no cost to have someone arrested
and the March of Dimes volunteers follow up
on the pledges that are raised.

THE

PRINCETON REVIEW
IS NOW MEETING ON THE

Maine Campus
for the

GRE• MCAT
LSAT•GMAT

impossible to find by late last winter.
"The market has just exploded," said
McGovern, who still has machines to sell
but expects to run out before long.
Nationally, an industry group predicts
that snow-thrower shipments will double
this winter. A total of 442,600 machines
were shipped in the 12 months ending March
'up 67 percent over 1993,according to the
Outdoor Power Equipment Institute.
While homeowners worry about clearing driveways, the Coast Guard is preparing tugboats and buoy tenders to clear ice
from the region's waterways, making sure
they're serviced before the cold hits.
"Every year we anticipate the worst,"
said Lt. Cmdr. Craig Gilbert. "Sometimes
it's for naught.But last year it definitely paid
off. You can t trust New England weather."
Coast Guard vessels in District I work
to keep commercial traffic flowing along

rivers and in frozen seaports from the Canadian border to New Jersey.
The icebreakers try to ensure that heating oil makes it up the Hudson River to
Albany, and that thawing ice floes don't
flood towns along the Kennebec River in
Maine.
The Massachusetts Highway Department has spent the fall lining up snowplow
operators and suppliers of the sand and salt
used on the state's major roads,said spokeswoman Chrysa Meyers.
The state spent $62 million in snow and
ice removal last winter — more than triple
the $17 million the Legislature had allotted, Meyers said.
This year, it is testing a system used in
Scandinavian countries to dispatch equipment and supplies based on temperature,
wind and precipitation data from weather
towers and underground sensors.

December

Graduates!
If you are graduating on
Dec. 17, 1994 and plan to
attend the Commencement
Ceremony, and have not
turned in an "Application
for Degree" form, please
stop by the Office of the
Registrar, First Floor of
Wingate Hall, immediately!

Deadline: Nov. 1

If you're serious about Graduate School, then prep with the best. Our course
guarantees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors,
not tapes or computers. For dates of upcoming courses, CALL TODAY.

Courses are starting soon!
800/447'0254

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

REPRESENTATIVE November 8.
Authorized and paid for by the committee to elect Stevens, Jeannie Matava, treasurer.
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Transcript of Rideout's remarks made in the course
of a panel discussion during Rape Awareness Week
Panel member: A lot of it is coming from
a guy who does not hear the word no, he hears
it as a weak no, which to him is yes.
Rideout: I hate to have a conversation like
this publicly,especially with someonefrom the
DA's office. I'd rather do it privately because,
ah, I admit to, ah, being unsure of what I'm
going to say, and unsure about what I think
about what!am going to say, but!do want to
react to a couple of things.
I'm notsure many ofus would disagree with
the picture that you just portrayed in that situation. What I do wonder about are situations,of
which Idon'tknow asthere are many,butIcan't
believe that they don't exist, where someone,
um, where males have come to know, and
females have come to know that you do start a
process by either saying no or somehow putting

off, when everyone knows that you're going to
end up saying yes. Now that's maybe rather
crassly put,and maybe absolutely wrong,butI
am getting this notas muchfrom myself,as Jam
getting this from women that I talk to...um and
maybe it's the women that I hang around with,
and maybe it's a generation thing because maybe I am talking to women who are over 30
versus women who are under 30, so I am not
sure of, what here, that!am talking about.I do
know that women have told me,that they like
the, uh,I don't know what I'm going to call it,
whatever I call it it's going to be wrong, the
drama.Theylike the uh,what'sthe word,I can't
even pronounce it...co...coquet...coquettish,uh,
and it's almost,in some,and itranges all the way
from what you might, what we might all agree
is not a no, where they go(falsetto voice),"No

AAA Accepted
UMaine students ONLY $25 for any tow. $20 for
any tow to
AVERY'S for repairs.
8am - 5pm
$20 Jump Start

AVERY'S TOWING
24-HR. TOWING ANYWHERE
472 MAIN ROAD
MILFORD, ME 04461
Phone 827-5852
Pager 823-9484

Nights
827-3194

no,"...being funny, with a smile, to something them sittherefora verylongtime,trying to think
which is more,but it's still a no.If you were to what to do.You can ask, and as you say,if you
stop, as a male,at the point you heard that first step back and say,"Well,do you want to take a
no,and say,"Hey, wait a minute,let us discuss break or whatever?"ifit ruins itfor her,chances
this,"that would ruin itfor them.I suspect those are she's not going to play that game the next
cases at the one extreme I'm talking about, you time.
neverdo see,because they neverdorunfrom the
Rideout: I'm just saying, I think the word
room,etc., etc. Butjust because you don't see no has been used when it didn't mean no.
them, that doesn't mean they aren't part of the
Panelist: If men respond to that, what!
educational process that a male goes through, consider properly, if they hear no and they
and therefore having experienced a process stop, you're going to get rid of that whole,
where, many of us, and maybe many females eventually, you're going to get rid of that
would agree that there truly was no intent to coquettish southern belle thing,(falsetto voice)
have a nothere,a male experiences that process, "Oh, no, no, don't touch me." You're not
maybe, therefore later on, on this continuum, going to hear thatifthe firsttime a woman says
doesn't make a very wise judgement on when no, a man says,"I'm hearing you say no, and
he is getting the other no.Because hearing a no, let's stop this," because eventually, they're
in and ofitself,is not,does notalways mean,and going to realize,"I say yes or I say no, and!
I hate to say this,! mean I don't,everyone I see, shouldn't say no when I mean yes," and that'll
when!go into the fraternity houses and talk this just stop the whole process. So,I'm not saying
issue, I say absolutely, anything that comes it's not hard on the men,especially in a univerclose to an n coming out of the other person's sity setting, where a lot of people are probably
mouth is a no, but I do wonder.
learning about a lot of this stuff for the first
Panelist: When I advise, particularly for time, but it's safer for the man, when he hears
high schools, I'll say,"Do women ever say no no, I think, to just stop than to try and guess,
when they mean yes?"and there's this immedi- "Well, maybe it means yes and maybe it
ate response from the girls, "Oh no, when means no. I'll keep pushing until I really hear
somebody says no they mean no,and the guys what really think is no." Because then you
say, "Well...," so we talk about when might wind up...you know?
somebody do that. And obviously there's some
Rideout:I'm not disagreeing with that. I
social pressure thateven if you wantto have sex, think the male absolutely should stop. But
you're not going to jump right in and make what I'm saying is, I'm just taking the one
yourself available, because you don't want to small snippet in isolation. All I'm saying is,
get labeled as a slut or easy.
males do hear no when it isn't no. I'm not
Rideout: Right.
going any further than that. I'm not saying
Panelist: SoI say to the guys,"How do you what they should do, which!think is to stop.
know when she says no,how do you know ifshe I'm just saying, no does not always mean no.
means no or if she means yes?" And some of That's all I'm saying.
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MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS

The Steve Grady
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PERFORMANCE

SEASON

Creative Writing Competition
Prizes in Journalism
• News
•Feature
• Opinion

Prizes in English
•Poetry
•Fiction

The Newport Jazz Festival®
Tuesday, October 25 at 7 p.m.

N.

Deadline Novermber 8, 1994

Eleven of today's most highly respected jazz artists.
Sponsored by
PEOPLE'S HERITAGE BANK

$5 UMaine Student Rush Tickets!
For more information see the
Journalism Department in 107 Lord Hall
or the English Department
in 304 Neville Hall.

11110.

Bring your Student ID (MaineCard) and get your
tickets at the Box Office tomorrow!
Box Office hours are Monday through Friday 9 a.m. —
4 p.m. Rush tickets can also be
purchased 1 1/2 hours before the MAINE CENTER
performance, as long as tickets
FOR THE
are still available!
ARTS
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Arts di Entertainment
A&E VEEK
Monday,Oct.24

• Performance

Amos adds lightning to a rainy Friday night

*Film, "Red Rock West," part of the
"RollItAgain Cinema"series.3p.m.Totman
Lounge.
Tuesday,Oct.25
*Film, "Red Rock West," part of the
"Roll It Again Cinema" series. Noon, Totman Lounge.
*"The Newport Jazz Festival" performs
live at the Maine Center for the Arts.7 p.m.
Admission fee.
*"Coffeehouse with Deby Parternak,"
musical performance.8 p.m. in the Peabody
Lounge.
Wednesday,Oct.26
*Poetry Free Zone: "Vampires &
Ghouls," with guest hosts Welch Everman,
an Oronofiction writerand authorofacritical
study ofhorrorfilms,and Bangor writer Brad
Furh. Noon in the Honors Center.
*Janwillem van de Wetering, former
Zen Buddhist monk,Amsterdam police officer and noted author, will be at the University Bookstore signing copies of his latest
mystery "Just a Corpse at Twilight"from 13 p.m.
Thursday,Oct.27
*"Charlie Chaplin: The Early Years,"
film at 12:20 p.m. in the Totman Lounge.
*"Royal Hunt of the Sun," play performed by Maine Masque at 2p.m.in Hauck
Auditorium. Admission for general public,
free for UM students.
*"Visions of the World Without War,"
lecturefeaturing scenesfrom American plays
and ajaz7duo.3:30 p.m.Lynch room,Fogler
Library.
*Thursday Night at the Bear's Den with
Bicycle Thieves.9 p.m.
*Wanen Miller's"Vertical Reality,"only
Maine showing.7 p.m. Maine Center for the
Arts. $7 off ski ticket at Sugarloaf with purchase of ticket. Admission fee.
Friday,Oct.28
*Performance by "A" Train, part of the
Friday Jazz series, noon,Bangor Lounge.
*"Royal Hunt of the Sun," play performed by Maine Masque at8 p.m.in Hauck
Auditorium. Admission for general public,
free for UM students.
*Comedy Cafe series with Jim Lauletta
and Lauren Drombrowski, 9 p.m. Damn
Yankee. Admission fee.
Saturday,Oct.29
*"Royal Hunt of the Sun," play performed by Maine Masque at8 p.m.in Hauck
Auditorium. Admission for general public,
free for UM students.
*Arts and Humanities month fireworks
display, 7 p.m. in the field in front of the
Maine Center for the Arts.
Sunday,Oct.30
*"Royal Hunt of the Sun," play performed by Maine Masque at2p.m.in Hauck
Auditorium. Admission for general public,
free for UM students.

Tori Amos brought raw sensual energy to a captivated UMaine audience Friday at the MCA.(Page photo.)
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer
Friday night brought rain outside and
electricity and thunderous applause inside
the Maine Center for the Arts as singer Tori
Amos caused storms of passion to rocket
through the packed auditorium.
The night started out in a performance
hall filled with drifts of stage smoke. The
crowd was restless and excited, talking joyfully among themselves about the show. As
the stage went dark to a rising cheer, the
show opener, Peter Stuart of Dog's Eye
View, entered the stage and began to play.
One man with a damn good talent for playing acoustic guitar carried the crowd easily.
Bathed in red and blue lights, he satisfied the audience with tunes "Haywire"
and "Cottonmouth," which is "a song about
driving around with Southern girls," said
Stuart to the cheering audience.
Stuart bantered with the crowd. When
someone yelled that she wanted to bear his
children, and some guy in the balcony
loudly expressed his displeasure at that
thought,Stuart immediately created a song
"Jealous boy in the balcony...nobody wants
to bear his children...won't somebody be
lonely boy's wife?" This charmed an audience already in love with him and his occasional (but fantastic) string bass player,
John. If this was the opener, the show
promised to be more astonishing than one
could believe. Tori Amos had a pretty tough
act to follow.
After a twenty-five minute intermission, the audience was still pumped and
enthusiastic. As the lights downed once

more and Amos, dressed in a small black
dress and a pair of black knee socks walked
out onto the stage,the room thundered with
screams and applause.
The crowd silenced as Amos sat at the
grand piano and began to sing. The first
number of the evening was,unexpectedly, a
cover of a Bruce Springsteen tune "I'm On
Fire" delivered with Tori's unique sensuality, tearing from notes into tender whispers.
At song's end, the thrilled crowd instantly
crescendoed to a roar of appreciation.
As the concert progressed, patterns of
colored lights flowed over the audience.
Bursts of green and blue surrounded Amos
as she played pounding piano with a full
passion, at times with her entire body in
motion while playing "Leather" from her
album "Little Earthquakes."
Looking like an angel bathed in light
from a cathedral window, she sang song
after song,occasionally smiling gently and
mysteriously, like an immensely perfect
Mona Lisa, fully understanding her talent
and inner being.
"The Waitress," from Amos' "Under
The Pink" album,began with her singing in
her fine soprano "I want to kill this waitress" while bathed in emerald light. She
played like a stereotypical mad composer,
long red hair flying around her face,falling
loose from where it was tied.
At last, she spoke to the audience, at the
same time toying with a stuffed bumble
bee,singing little ditties about its wings and
playing prancing notes on the piano before
laughing and smiling at the audience.
Throwing up her hands in sudden disbelief.
"What am I doing?"she asked with a laugh.

"This is what happens after 152 shows in a
row..."
She continued, to the delight of the
audience, for a moment, then entered into
singing "Icicle" also from "Under The
Pink." The mere shadow of Amos playing
the piano across the back of the auditorium
was a beautiful sight to behold.
Stepping away from the piano for the
first time all evening, Amos went to a set of
bells to play "Bells For Her." Gyrating and
moving with passion to the music as she
played, she shut her eyes and smiled.
Hearing Amos in the raw,along with her
piano was a treat to all fans ofthis astonishing
soprano. As she began to sing the a capella
"Me and a Gun," a down to earth song about
a woman about to be raped,the audience fell
silent. Amos looked out as though speaking
to a trusted friend. With the hall filled with
only her voice and breathing between the
lines of Melody Amos sang of "Me with a
man, and a gun, on my back..." making all
aware of the painful reality of rape.
After exiting with a wave, the crowd
cheered her back onto the stage, where she
encored with the popular"Confflake Girl."
and one other piece, the last words being
"still be on my feet," and as the lights left
her form dancing and whirling offthe stage,
the audience was on its feet for a second
encore.
Amos returned and the lights created
an effect like sun through tall trees, spectacular as all other effects had been all
night. At the finish, Amos took one graceful bow and vanished, leaving an impassioned and drained audience emptying
into the Friday night rain.
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PERFORMANCE

Don Giovanni
By Monique Gibouleau

lina( Tamara Hardesty) who has just been
married.
Don Giovanni sets up an elaborate plot
Heis dashing and daring,aperfectly dressed to conquer Zerlina, escape the advances of
and handsome cuss who knows swordplay Donna Elvira and escape the plans of reand seduces women all over Europe, writing venge of Donna Anna and Don Ottavio;
each ofthem down in a book. He is adored by another day in the life of Don Giovanni,the
women who shouldn'tlove him,married ones great seducer of Europe. Of course, he gets
he seduces, betrothed ones, from Princess to exactly what is due to him. This is no surmilkmaid to serving wench.
prise to anyone,as the opera has been around
This is opera?
for quite a while.
As a matter offact, it is. This is the tale of
All in all, considering the ticket price,
Mozart's famed "Don Giovanni," a tale of "Don Giovanni" was enjoyable, but not that
intrigue, murder, humor, lust and merriment. enjoyable. With a rather stagnant set and dull
Set over a twenty-four hour time period in costuming for most characters, the greatly
Seville,"Don Giovanni" begins with the at- hyped opera was a crushing disappointment.
tempted seduction of Donna Anna (Svetlana
The fine performances of Don Giovanni,
Sech), who raises an alarm at her attempted Zerlina and her young husband Masetto were
rape. The Don escapes,though pantless,rush- a delight for eye and ear. Though Giovanni
ing onto the stage to be aided by his servant,the was stealing hearts on stage, it was his servant
hysterically funny and deftly talented Lep- Leporello who stole the hearts ofthis audience
orello (Patrick Blackwell), who tries to keep with his fine voice and humorous portrayal of
Don Giovanni out of trouble for at least one the character.
day.Donna Anna'sfather,the Commendatore
The rest of the main characters were sad(Xing-Yan Zhang), attempts to avenge his deningly dull, and though technically precise,
daughter and is killed by Don Giovanni. Anna they lacked the proper passion needed to carry
and herfinace,Don Ottavio(William George), out the roles in this classic opera.
swear to avenge her father's death.
A good time seemed to be had by all,
Meanwhile,Don Giovanni is deciding on thanks to Mozart's fantastic piece, which
his next conquest while attempting to escape can carry itself and thanks as well to a
from a former conquest, the Donna Elvira fantastic orchestra and a few sterling play(Colleen Gaetano) who has fallen in love ers. "Don Giovanni" left me lusting after a
with him, much to his distress. He leaves his little more opera,but after a while I blissfulservant to tell her the awful truth and she takes ly forgot most of the forgettable perforit upon herselfto save his newest interest,the mances and went off recalling and reveling
village girl, the flirtatious and endearing Zer- in the humor of this great show.
Staff Writer

Vote For
Brent

A scene from "Don Giovanni," which visited the MCA Thursday.(Kotch photo.)

cQobeht C. afadet
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Littlefield
Representative
to the Legislature
As Student Body President, Brent worked hard with students,
faculty, and staff, to fight
budget cuts at the legislature.
On campus he dealt with issues
from opposing tuition increases,
to changing residence hall
policies, to supporting clubs,

Greeks

and

ROTC.

Vote Littlefield
November 8.
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Thip :$ 350.00
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CPAS:
1.
All plays are to be original in subject matter. Simple
dramatizations of short stories or episodes from novels or
films cannot be accepted.
2.
Only undergraduates my compete.
3. The contest is limited to one-act plays.
4.
Plays may be the result of collaboration between two
authors.
Manuscripts are to be submitted in neat, typewritten
5.
form at the English Department Office, 304 Neville Hall,
on or before 3:30 p.m,, 16 December.
6. The student's name should not appear anywhere in the
manuscript, but should be contained in a sealed
envelope submitted at the same time and bearing on
the outside the name of the play.
7. In accordance with the terms of Mr. Hamlet's will, the
judges are the Dean of the College of Arts and
Humanities,the Chair of the English Department and
the President of the Maine Masque.
8. The winning play will be eligible for a public reading.

The Hamlet Prize was initiated by Robert C. Hamlet, class of 1925,
former President of the Maine Masque and valedictorian of his
class.

Paid for by the Committtee to Elect Brent Littlefield, Kevin Waterman, Treasurer.
Sponsored by English & Theatre/Dance Departments
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• Theatre

Auditions to be
held for'Women
ofTroy"
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer

ON EXHIBIT

Miniature museum shows glimpse of yesteryear

By Amanda Davis
Associated Press Writer

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — Pick
The Greeks are coming! The Greeks are up a toy today, and chances are it's made
coming!
mostly of plastic and may need batteries
No,I don't mean TKE or Phi Eta Kappa. to entertain a tot.
What I'm talking about are the ancient
Pick up a toy from yesterday, and see
Greeks. More specifically, a Greek play- how times have changed.
wright by the name of Euripides.
Few,if any,of the toys inside the Toy
Auditions for Euripides' "Women of and Miniature Museum of Kansas City
Troy" will be held Monday, October 24 at contain plastic. Instead, they're crafted
Hauck Auditorium in the Memorial Union. of wood, metal, glass and cloth.
The play, with its cast of approximately
Overall, the museum has more than
eighteen people—eight men and ten wom- 100 dollhouses and built-to-scale minen—and a new translation by Don Taylor, iature rooms full of tiny dishes, furniwill be directed by Tom Mikotowicz.
ture, baby carriages and even silver taFirst produced by Euripides in 415 B.C., ble settings. More than 500,000 items
"Women of Troy" takes place during the are on display in the museum.
aftermath of the fabled Trojan War. The
An 1860s dollhouse retains its origiGreeks have destroyed Troy and slaugh- nal furnishings. A four-poster bed sits in
tered all the men so that only the women and
children remain.
The focus of the play is the plight of the
women as they are abused and enslaved by
the Greek soldiers. Also, there is the killing
of the male children to ensure that Troy is
never able to strike back at Greece.
Mikotowicz describes the epic tragedy
as "a very emotional plea against war. I was
attracted to it because of its depth and dimension and because much of what it say
about war is still relevant today. It seems
that in twenty-four hundred years(since the
play was written) we still haven't learned
how to get along."
"Women of Troy" will be a post-modern production. Although the text will remain unchanged,the visuals will all be set in
the present. Instead of Troy, for example,
the play will be set in modern-day Sarajevo.
It will also be multi-media, utilizing slides
and synthesized music.
Auditions for "Women of Troy" will
begin a 6:30 p.m.

one room, complete with a tiny crib and
infant, flowers on a dresser and curtains
on the window. A carpet runner decorates the stairs, and tiny utensils sit on a
kitchen table.
A 1927 miniature California cathedral shows a tiny bride and groom walking down an aisle past carved wooden
pews. The bride carries a tiny bouquet,
the groom wears a top hat. They are
followed by bridesmaids and flower
girls.
The miniatures in the museum are
just that: tiny chairs, beds, sofas and
tables all built to exact scale.
"You don't see detail like that
now," said Louise Galamea, a volunteer at the museum. "Parents who
come in here see this as an educational trip."
The museum was the brainchild of

Mary Harris Francis and Barbara Marshall, two Kansas City women who had
amassed huge collections of miniatures,
toys and dollhouses.
"Their families teased them for a
long time about starting a museum,"irly
young as far as museums are concerned," Berg said. "But we're doing
nicely."
The museum draws an average of
35,000 people annually, who walk themselves through the spacious two-story
building and its themed rooms.
One room features antique dollhouse
furnishings; another toy tractors, cars
and trains; and yet another kitchen, bath
and laundry objects necessary to run a
home. "They were more than playthings, they really had to learn their
lessons here," Mrs. Galamea said,
pointing to a toy iron.

Workstudy
Positions

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS

WASTED
YOUTH.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES=

pm A Polak Service of the USDA Forest ServIce and
your State Forester

MISTER

%MEL-

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

We are seeking detail-oriented Customer Service
Representatives who will have a great deal of contact with the University community and the general public selling performance tickets
for the Hutchins Concert Hall at the
Maine Center for the Arts. General office work included.

"We bake 'embese'

Mid Mall
41 Bangor Mall Blvd.
942-0001
Have a Bagelful Day
Begin Your Day with us
We open at 7:00 a.m.
Fresh Baked Bagels
No Fat • No Cholesterol
• Pumpernickel
• Plain
• Poppy • Lt. Rye
• Sesame • Whole Wheat • Super
• Onion • Cinnamin Raisin
• Garlic • Bialys
• Salt

Eat in or Take out
Call Ahead to Pre-order
Open 7 days a week

REQUIREMENTS:
You must be able to work 12-15 hours per week plus nights and weekends.
You must have good telephone communication skills and good public contact
skills. Use of IBM Terminal preferred.
TYPING and PEOPLE SKILLS A MUST.
Contact the Box Office at 581-1755
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By Rob Turkington
Remember the old song from the Wizard of Oz - "Lions and
tigers and bears, oh my?" I am sure they must have been referring to car salesmen.
Earlier this summer I made the move - it was time for me to
replace my rotting Japanese-American clunker with a brand new car. No more old,
used vehicles for this goof, I decided to buy a car fresh off the showroom floor.
Now,don't get me wrong,I love my new car. The little box o'fun can go to the
moon and back on a drop of petrol. But I am used to driving something a little
more meaty - you know,the type ofcar that gets 8 or 9 miles to the gallon, and that
is considered good gas mileage.(Of course, these are the same type of cars that
spew more smoke than a politician.) After all, I learned to drive on the king of
Queen Mary's, a '79 Buick LeSabre. Of course, I graduated to a '78 Cutlass
Supreme,another tribute to Detroit. Compared to that land yacht, my Nissan looks
like a wind-up toy.
Wind-up toy aside, I have decide I am not going to buy a new car ever again.
Between giving money to the insurance company, giving money to the bank and
giving my unborn son to The Maine Campus, my new car is more of an annoyance
than fun - and a five year one at that.
It's not that I didn't want to buy a new car, they just don't make the kinds of
cars I like anymore. You remember those big, meaty cars your parents used to
drive that had every do-hickey under the sun. Well, I do anyway. Slowly but
surely those cars are being replaced by smaller and smaller versions with the same
nameplate slapped on it. It is like watching the movie "Invasion of the Body
Snatchers."
Do you remember when those little cracker boxes cars that came on the market
in the early 70's? For years, those cars looked like the clown car at the circus
compared to the metal-breasted behemoths of the era.
You remember,"real cars". My favorite was the 1968 Dodge Newport. It had
thick, solid steel doors like an armored tank. My friend Dennis had one in high
school, and it was the meanest car at school. Of course, it was in the shop every
week as well, but it was cool. Today's cars are made mostly of plastic and tinfoil,
like an enlarged Hot Wheel. How brilliant.
Now those big behemoths have gone the way of Elvis and outhouses, "real
cars" are a dying breed. Those little Japanese cracker boxes rule the road. I guess
I am playing right into the hands of Japan, Korea, or whatever country is building
these mini death traps. Hell, I own one now. Now whenever I see a real car cruise
down the road, it looks like it is being carried by a heard of ants.
I know it seems silly to lament so about cars, but I am going to miss them.
Somehow I just can't see the Dukes of Hazard buzzing around Hazard County in a
Toyota Corolla, or James Dean hopping in a Yugo to drag race a Hyundai. But I
suppose the nation's values are changing now,and I have to downsize with them.
Granted,there are a few big cars out there. Olds 98s are big. Well,actually they
have shrunk a bit. How about those Lincoln Town Cars?! No, they are getting
smaller, too. All I know is my car is small. Damn small. I have to face it, the body
snatchers have won. I better go out back and decompose with that tacky Buick.
Hrumph.
Robert Turkington is a Senior Advertising Major at UMaine.
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• Column

Beyond the words
By Katy Brennan
Do you know the dangers of being politically correct?
A woman is a womyn. A gay male is a homosexual. A fireman is a fire fighter. A man
hole cover is a...wait, I'm a little confused. Actually, I'm tired of being politically correct.
If someone would like to refer to me as 'girl' or 'lady' when attempting to get my
attention, I do not mind. I take it as a warning signal. I become on-guard and more weary if
I'm not being taken seriously or not being respected.
I would rather know if a person respects me or not, so why should the words be
restricted? Why cover up feelings with words? Why play down prejudices?
Equality is necessary, but some times things go too far. The movement to make
language politically correct is one way to make things appear equal, but the way the
movement is implemented is what I disagree with.
Some people in our society, and on this campus, feel women are inferior, blacks (oops,
sorry African-Americans) are inferior, gays (wrong again, homosexuals) and many other
minorities are inferior. The prejudices of these people should be addressed, not the words
they use to express their prejudices. The feelings must be addressed through education.
Once the prejudices are addressed, then the politically correct words would naturally
follow.
There is a thing called freedom of expression. People can technically say whatever they
want, but many institutions, such as universities and large businesses, are now making it
policy to use only politically correct terms, so there is not much freedom of expression.
I'm not saying that people should be allowed to call co-workers derogatory terms or use
racial slurs, I'm saying once a policy like this is in place, it can be taken too far. A prime
example of this is what recently happen to my father.
My father works for a large federal agency. The agency has recently decided to become
more politically correct. To its credit, it has taken many of the stereotypical words out of
its documents and has had many informational meetings for workers to become more
sensitive to others. This is a very positive move, because they are educating as well as
changing the terms. However, I feel some of the workers can take this too far.
A research group was formed, made up of all women. When the research was completed, my father (their supervisor) found it lacking, so he redid their work. The women then
accused him of being a male chauvinist. He explained to them he did not redo the work
because they were women, he did it because the work was not satisfactory.
People become easily offended. Everyone gets offended if they are called a name.
However, removing the word from our language is not the only solution. The word should
be the last thing to change. Why should the words be sensitive if the opinions are not?
If the supporters of making language more sensitive put more time into education,
equality would be more successfully reached. Dispelling stereotypes takes time, it can not
be solved quickly. Exposure to other cultures and ways of life is the easiest and most
successful way to end prejudices.
Since equality is so important, any action to make things more equal can only help. I
just hope we can move beyond words and really start acting.

On The Record...
"The entire porch area was engulfed in flames and
you couldn't even find the second floor."
-Fire CheifRalph Magill, on thefire that killedfive people in afraternity house
near the Bloomsburg (PA) University campus after a party Friday. Batteries had
been removedfrom the smoke akzrm.
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• Know your King and Queen
To the Editor
I am writing in regards to Nancy Dysart's letter concerning Homecoming. Thank-you Nancy,
for the first time I actually knew who the Homecoming King and Queen were. I think that more
people would vote if they had any idea of who they were voting or. When I looked at the list, all
I saw were a bunch of names, that's all. Before I will vote, I need to have some idea of what the
person behind the name is like. Perhaps next year, short biographies, like those in your letter, can
be printed in the Campus.I think that this will do two things. First, it might dispel the myths that
the King and Queen are just members ofthe Greek organization. Second,knowledge of who they
were voting for might cause the students to come out and vote.

that benefit the student body, including The Campus Crier, and supplying materials, tools and tutorials for student groups to produce their own computer generated communication pieces. Presently, ASAP is developing two new communications projects to make information about student organizations and the events
they sponsor even more widely accessible to students. An enhanced version of
The Campus Crier will be available in the near future using Mosaic over the'
Campus Computer Network. Also, a version will be developed for the Campus
Cable Television Network.
The majority of ASAP's money comes from funds it has earned through paid
projects in desktop publishing and multimedia development. Two multimedia
projects currently on display are the Library Interactive Information Kiosk in
Fogler Library and the Computer Connection Kiosk, located in the University
Bookstore.
ASAP's mission is to aid in facilitating communication throughout the university community using computer technology. One of our goals is to educate the
community about who we are and the services we provide. ASAP is of as much
benefit to the university as it is to the students working here, developing technical
skills that are and will continue to be in great demand. ASAP is an excellent
example of what students and the university can accomplish together.
The technology and skill base possessed by students at ASAP is leading edge.
The multimedia aspect is advanced even for the mainstream commercial environment. ASAP may well be one of a small handful of places in Maine involved in
multimedia production. Multimedia is a new medium for many people. We would
like to introduce the community to this new medium and the opportunities and
excitement it holds.
We wish to provide these opportunities in line with our mission to facilitate
more effective communications throughout the university community. Whether a
group wants to design a poster or a multimedia presentation, ASAP is eager to
help. We encourage interested groups to come learn what we can do for them. For
more information, call 581-4359 or visit ASAP at 16 Chadbourne Hall between 8
A.M. - 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Kelley Griffin
Joe Arsenault
Rebecca Salsbury
ASAP Media Services

Scott Brezovsky

• Give us a break
• Thank-you

To the Editor

To the Editor
On behalf of the board of directors, staff, volunteers, and especially the clients of Eastern
Maine AIDS Network, I'm taking this opportunity to express our gratitude to everyone who
helped make the 5th Annual Maine AIDS Walk in Bangor and Orono a resounding success. In
spite of the many other activities in the area, we were able to collect quite a sufficient amount of
pledges, money which will be used for education, client support services, and continuing
outreach to those living with and affected by HIV/AIDS in Eastern and Northern Maine. We
would especially like to thank the following people and organizations: Judy Glover, Walk
coordinator, Amy Henderson, Debra McKecknie, Orono Shop n' Save, Castle of Costumes,
Coca-Cola,Pepsi,Frito-Lay Inc., The Bagel Shop,Booths Magic Show,Brown and White Paper
Co., Deals For a Dollar, Sam's Club, Christies, Sunglo Country Orchards, and the Air National
Guard, who donated a tent in case of a weather change. To the news stations and radio stations
who helped promote our walk. Finally, and most importantly, our heartiest thanks go to those
who worked and walked for their time and dedication, and to all the citizens of the greater
Bangor and Orono area who supported us with their donations and pledges. These people,
businesses, and groups, too many to include them all here, helped our mission to create a
compassionate and caring community for everyone touched by HIV/AIDS. Their willingness to
be seen and heard reflects their willingness to see, hear, and respond to the epidemic among us.
We can all learn from them.
Again, our deep gratitude and hearty thanks to all of you.
Sally-Lou Patterson
Executive Director, Eastern Maine AIDS Network

• ASAP services
To the Editor
ASAP Media Services was excited to receive front page publicity in the Wednesday, Oct. 12,
1994 issue of The Maine Campus, and hopes the article will raise awareness of our presence to
campus groups, departments and faculty. Publicity is always welcome, especially when it is a
positive piece. The article was quite informative and accurate, but a few points should be
clarified for better understanding.
The internal audit has been actively sought by ASAP. One outside source quoted ASAP a
cost-estimate of $5000, so the news of an administrative audit by the university came as a
welcome gift. ASAP feels it can benefit from an audit. The resulting information will help
identify strengths and weaknesses. We hope to learn much from this audit.
The statement that ASAP competes with the University Press is dated. The ASAP printing
press has not been in production for over two years.
ASAP receives only a portion of its funds from the Communication Fee. This is not to be
confused with the Comprehensive Fee. ASAP uses the Communication Fee funds for projects

I am writing in response to Frank Gallagher's article, "Sobering up" that
appeared in Oct. 17th's edition of The Maine Campus. I feel that, once again, a
cheap opportunity has been taken to criticize an easily targeted group of people
just for the sake of trying to apply a bad image to them. This happens all the time
in The Maine Campus, and it's too bad that some writers cannot see beyond the
easy shots that can be made at people by generalizing the groups in which they
belong. If Frank had done a little research first, then perhaps his article could have
had some legitimacy, but instead, general statements had to be made about Greeks
because of the fact that some Greeks drink. This is not what I believe to be a valid
basis to accuse the Greeks of a "shameless public relations ploy." This event
could have just as easily been sponsored by the UMaine Greeks, the Off-Campus
Board, the Senior Skulls, the Nutrition Club, or any other group on this campus,
and the chances are there are probably lots of people in all these groups that have
members who drink frequently, yet had any other group sponsored this event,
would they be subject to such criticism? Probably not. Also, if Frank Gallagher
had done a little research before beckoning "a fraternity or sorority to forswear
alcohol at its parties for a year or so," he would have realized that there is a
fraternity on this campus that does so. It's called Sigma Chi, and it's another
example of how near-sighted people cannot see the diversity that lies beyond easy
generalizations that can be made. This happens frequently in other articles by
other people, too, and it is not just the Greeks who are subject to stereotypes and
generalizations, but the Hippies as well, for I have seen how The Maine Campus
has recycled its yearly article forsaking hippies who hang out in front of the
Union. I feel that there is a tremendous amount of diversity on this campus, and
that writing articles which generalize people of a certain group into a stereotype
simply because of what some members of their group do only creates animosity
between people, and discourages people from seeing the diversity that lies within
individuals. I would encourage writers of The Maine Campus to stop worrying
about how to slam the Greeks and the Hippies, and to start writing slightly more
intelligent articles.
Ben Meiklejohn

Editorial policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas
among members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words. Guest Columns should be approximately 600
words. Unsigned and anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason. All submissions will be edited for length, taste and libel. Direct
inquiries to the Opinion Editor at 581-1270.
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Having managed to stay above the battle for so long,
it would be foolish to get involved in situations
which don't concern you. Your personal star is
very much in the ascendancy, and someone in a
position of authority is about to champion your
cause.
ARIES(march 21 - April 19): Even though
you should now be on firmer ground, you can't
afford to take anything for granted. What transpires over the next three or four days may force
you to think again about a particular item of
expenditure, as well as put long-term investment plans on hold.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You've
worked hard to reach your present position and
don't intend to give it up because of a minor
disagreement. Be ready, therefore, to take expert advice if people in positions of authority
insist that you do things their way or not at all.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): The greater
the problem, the more diligently you'll have to
search for a solution. Pay more attention to
detail, therefore, and don't pay out a penny more
than you have to. The more others get,the more
they'll want.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Your main
priority now is to stop worrying what others
might think of and just get on and do your own
thing. Some kind of excellence is within reach,
but you'll always fall short of your potential
unless you have confidence in your own judgement.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): This may be the
beginning of a whole new era for domestic affairs. Things won't really begin to change, however, until around the time of the solar eclipse in
Scorpio on November 3rd, so bide your time
and don't promise anything you might later regret.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You dislike
conflict and will go to any lengths to avoid creating a scene. Partners and close companions, however, have had more than enough time to make up
their minds over some kind of project. Now you
must insist that they shape up or ship out.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Planetary
activity should give your finances a much-needed boost, but you still to keep an eye on joint
activities. A partnership which has been going
through a rough patch can still be saved, but
first you must ask yourself if it's worth the
cost.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): You appear
to be burning up a great deal of nervous energy
these days without getting much done. But all
you're doing is preparing the ground for a completely new approach to life which, eventually,
is guaranteed to bring you the kind of rewards
you clearly deserve.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): Current aspects urge you to focus on financial
and business matters and set about clinching
deals while you can depend on others' goodwill. Take the plunge and accept what is
being offered, because it really is the best deal
you'll get.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): Positive
thoughts generate positive experiences, which
are sure to increase your changes of success. No
matter how much pressure you may be under,
continue to give your best, and the best will
eventually come back to you.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): Planetary
activity indicates that it would be extremely
unwise to take anything for granted. In fact, you
could easily come unstuck if you endorse plans
simply because partners or colleagues urge you
to do so.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):Although
you may be experiencing problems at work, the
situation is nowhere near as black as you've
been painting it. In fact, intuition should be
telling you that enforced changes are not only
necessary but can even work in your favor.
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Doonesbury
For Tuesday, October 25
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Those who imagine that you are willing to
either put up or shut up are about to realize just
how wrong they've been. In fact, planetary
activity on your anniversary indicates that certain individuals are in for a rude awakening.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Problems
of a partnership or professional nature seem to
be making you behave in a manner which is
alien to your nature. What transpires this week,
however, may give you the courage to bring a
decidedly costly phase of your life to a close.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): For reasons best known to yourself, you seem reluctant to alter the working pattern of your life.
What takes place after the Sun's magnificent
aspect to Saturn on the 29th, however, should
answer all your questions and resolve all your
doubts.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Because
your ruler Mercury, the planet of the mind, is
still moving backward through your solar chart,
you're advised to consider what is for the best
in the long term. If that means postponing
certain agreements or plans until early next
week, then so be it.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You still
feel that you've been taken for a ride by a
partner or loved one. Try to think of what
you've lost, however,as something which needed to be discarded. Besides, planetary activity
on the weekend promises to throw a new light
on affairs of the heart.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Planetary influences mark the end of a rather downbeat phase.
Very shortly you'll be in a position to dictate
terms. Continue to distance yourself, therefore, until loved ones or colleagues have settled their differences.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Current planetary activity experts a rather uncertain influences over creative matters and affairs of the
heart. Don't bank on receiving quick, positive
responses, even from those you can usually
trust.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Misunderstandings and conflicts, particularly on the home
front, have undermined your position. With a
little more flair and imagination, however, you
can channel your energies in the right direction. Time alone will heal the rifts and anxieties.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Even
though you've gone out of your way to help
others recently, no one seems to have given
you the support you need. Now,however, you
can afford to stand on your own two feet and
seek no one's approval but your own.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): There
is no point in refusing to cooperate over money
matters. Your long-term comfort and security
can only be guaranteed by convincing other
that a complete reorganization of all financial
arrangements is inevitable.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): Sometimes one has to clear a path or lay foundation
before it is possible to build up. What takes
place over the next month or so only urges you
to go to any lengths to safeguard and protect
what gives you a feeling of well-being and
self-worth.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Planetary activity signifies a new beginning and the
ideal chance to prove just how assertive you
can be. Changes at work are to your advantage, and seldom have you been presented with
so many opportunities to streamline your financial affairs.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Put on a
brave face and try not to evade personal of
financial difficulties. One-to-one discussions,
coupled with a sincere desire to find a new
format or formula, will lead to a greater understanding and help establish a meaningful relationship.
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29 A, to

Mozart
30 Not sanguine
Macintosh
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predecessor
32 Having a
5 Fish feature
ranking
10 Crumples
34 Chateau-dotted
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16 Unbalanced
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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6
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7 Dean Martin
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FrscnalAstrolcgiConsultatic:nsbyrIlehone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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State News

• Investigators looking into Augusta blaze
• Judicial deal draws fire

•Politics

•,
Democrats asked to give time maximum contribution
PORTLAND(AP)— Rudolph Haffenreffer, a big supporter of Rep. Thomas Andrews, donated the maximum $2,000 but
wanted to give more to the Democrat's
campaign for U.S. Senate.
The Andrews campaign showed him
how.
In late September, Haffenreffer contributed $5,000 maximum to the Maine Democratic Party's "coordinated campaign,"
which is helping pay for some of Andrews'
campaign expenses.
Such actions are legal under federal law
and have become common practice across

the country.
"It's a backdoor way to get more money," said Jo Karr,former chairwoman ofthe
Maine Democratic Party.
But Karr argues that no one should fault
Andrews and other Democrats, because it's
legal and widely practiced.
Rep.Olympia Snowe,Andrews'Republican opponent,does not engage in the practice,according to Abby Holman,her spokeswoman.
"We don't think it's appropriate," she
said.
An inspection of Republican Party doc-

RAMINGHAM
EMI:IMITATION
ENTER
One ofthe most prestigious rehabilitation centers in greater Boston
is expanding to Maine.
We are in need of a full time speech-language pathologist
•CFY candidates invited to apply
•Salary $38,000 + full benefits
Send resume to
Fax resume to
or call

P.O. Box 2007
Framingham, MA 01701
(508) 875-1789
(508)620-1552

uments filed to date backs up Holman's
claim, while Andrews donors have given
nearly $55,000 more than they would have
been allowed to give under the $2,000 limit.
Gary Ruskin, director of Ralph Nader's
Congressional Accountability Project in
Washington, said the practice is indicative
of why Congress needs to pass campaign
finance reform.
"This is just one of a long list of ways
that you sneak by campaign finance laws
that are not very tight," said Ruskin.
In 1992,the Maine Democratic Party ran
its first aggressive coordinated campaign,
with mixed results.
Several prominent Democrats say Bill
Clinton would never have won Maine without it. But Democrats who ran for the state
Legislature said the coordinated campaign
virtually ignored them.
The party's coordinated campaign is being run this year by Arthur Stilphen, a longtime supporter of former Gov. Joseph Brennan, and Joe Cowie, a close confidant of
Andrews and his 1992 campaign manager.
Stilphen is a volunteer. He is not being
paid by the coordinated campaign or Brennan's campaign. Cowie was on Andrews'
payroll but is now receiving his paycheck
from the state party.
According to recentdocumentsfiled with
state election officials, the Democratic Par-

ty has spent more than $540,000, most of it
on the coordinated campaign. The money
pays for staff salaries, voter lists, rent and
telephone bills.
Over a recent three-month period, political action committees donated $43,000 to
the Maine Democratic Party. Most of the
money came from labor groups such as
paperworkers, carpenters, machinists and
teachers.
A lot of money also came from donors
like Haffenreffer, who asked how he could
help the campaign after giving his $2,000
maximum donation. He was told there was
"another avenue" to donate money.
"If they can give more, we've encouraged them to give to the Maine Democrats,
because the more Democrats who vote the
more it will help every Democrat on the
ticket," said Craig Brown, Andrews' campaign manager.
Officials in Andrews' campaign and the
Democratic Party stress that the money received by the party is used to help all the
candidates.
The Maine Republican Party is also helping its candidates. But it has a far smaller
operation and does not employ the numbers
of people that the Democrats do.
In addition, there is no sign that Republican Party seeks money from those who
have given the maximum to its candidates.

The most exciting STAR TREH event of 1994
will not be televised!
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STAR TREK. DEEP SPACE NINE A STAR TREK. THE NEXT GENERATION are
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• Legalities

Plea bargain draws criticism
PORTLAND(AP)— A Westbrook man
originally charged with attempted murder
for trying to kill his wife by wrecking their
Jeep was allowed to plead guilty to reckless
conduct with a dangerous weapon.
Bryan Bourgeois, 37, who ran the couple's Jeep off the Maine Turnpike, was
sentenced Friday to 60 days in jail by Justice G. Arthur Brennan in Cumberland
County Superior Court.
"I'm really disturbed and discouraged at
the way the system works," said Catherine
Schultz,Bourgeois'former wife who suffered
minor injuries in the 1991 Turnpike incident.
Rosalie Bourgeois, who was married to
Bourgeois from 1980 to 1985, called the
sentence "a little slap on the hand."
In exchange for Bourgeois' plea, prosecutors agreed to a sentence oftwo years in
prison with all but 60 days suspended, plus
two years of probation.
Ajury had earlierfound Bourgeois guilty

of the more serious crime of aggravated
assault, but the Maine supreme court overturned that conviction on grounds that the
trial judge improperly allowed the defendant's first wife to testify.
Assistant District Attorney Dana Laliberte said the limitation on testimony led to
the plea agreement.
"Nobody was happy with that type of
plea negotiation," he said. "We wanted a
felony conviction and we got that."
Bourgeois' attorney,Peter Rodway,said
Bourgeois was changed after spending three
"horrific" weeks in Maine State Prison
after the 1992 trial.
"I see a sincere person who understands he may have caused some pain to
some people," Rodway said.
Bourgeois, who testified he lost control of the car when Schultz began hitting
him, was released from prison on bail
while his case was appealed.

Chance ofan early morning shower... Then clearing. Highs
in the lower to mid 60s

TUESDAY'S WEATHER:
Mostly cloudy with scattered showers. Highs in the lower to
mid 50s

MMIIIMMMM

evi

• Possible arson

Suspicious fire in Augusta probed
AUGUSTA(AP) — An investiga- elderly people."
City Fire Chief Norman Arbour
tion continued Sunday into a suspicious weekend fire at an apartment called the fires suspicious and said
complex occupied mostly by senior Sunday an investigation by the State
Fire Marshal's office was continuing.
citizens.
State and local fire investigators rePolice and fire department officials
said there were no reports of serious mained at the scene through the day Satinjuries in Friday night's blaze, which urday.
Officials said several dozen resistruck three buildings.
"Very,very fortunate," said Lt. Tom dents were put up at a local motel.
Bickford said the Red Cross was
Doore of the Augusta Fire Department.
However, an estimated 80 people alerted about 10 p.m. Friday, shortly
were driven from their homes, accord- after the fire broke out.
An inspection of damage Saturday
ing to Executive Director Bonnie Bickford of the American Red Cross Unit- indicated that at least some residents
would be displaced for extended peried Valley Chapter.
ods,
Bickford said. She said 66 units
were
them
with
just their
"Most of
nightclothes on," she said. "A lot of were involved.

# MEXICAN RESTAURANT & CANTINA BAR'
OPEN 7 Days Lunch & Dinner
•Free Chips & Salsa • Frozen Margaritas
Located in the Westgate Mall
• Sizzling Fajitas
• Stuffed Jalapenos
Union Street, Bangor
• Happy Hour Daily 4-6
El •Quesadillas
• Chimichangas
• Private Kids Play Area
• Fried Ice Cream

942-6196

LUMMOM

Tuesday

Coming
Thursday

The
skiing
Event of the
YEAR

((awaste_o

Don't miss the Maine premiere of
the new jam-packed feature film
from the world's top skiing
filmmaker. With spectacular skiing
action from around the world and
a hot soundtrack to get you
cranking for this year's ski season!

e5

REALITY

Net proceeds to benefit the Jimmie Heug,a Center
and the Maine Chapter of the National MS Society.
It's Thursday October 27th 7pm at the Maine
Center for the Arts. General admission is $8. Group
discounts available. Call the box office at 581 1755
or Grasshopper Shop for tickets.

Call 581 1755
for tickets
NOW!!!

Each ticket also gets
off a Sugarloaf
USA lift ticket....
it almost pays to
go the movie!

iS
Patio* Lounge
3H5 Mop: Unica
Nee event

sugarloaf/USA
Sponsored by Darlings Nissan & Bangor Savings Bank

Sponsored by
The Union Board: Diversions
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National News

• Coast Guard battles oil spill
• Prisoner kills warden,family, inmates

• Incumbent

Forget term limits; governors back for thirds and fourths
(AP)It was a good-news, bad-news kind
ofday for New Mexico Gov.Bruce King. He
appeared with President Clinton at an enthusiastic gathering of police chiefs, but then
Clinton introduced him as the oldest of old
hands.
"Bruce and!are two ofonly three people
serving in America who were governors in
the'70s,the'80s and the'90s," Clinton said.
Not exactly what you want to highlight
when restive voters are threatening a housecleaning. King and his longtime gubernatorial colleagues know their experience is an
albatross. But in their quests for third and
fourth terms, there's little choice but to treat
it as an asset.
"Joe Brennan. He's ready now," declares a TV ad for Maine's former two-term
Democratic governor.
"I've learned a lot about being governor.
I know how to do it," New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo told an Albany crowd earlier this
year.
Cuomo,King and Iowa's Terry Branstad,

Fresh
Produce

a Republican,are the senior candidates ofthe
fall crop. They've already served 12 years
apiece and want to stretch that to 16, but all
three are locked in tight races.
Democrat Bonnie Campbell, the Iowa
attorney general trying to unseat Branstad, is
no stranger to public service either. But she
tapped into a popular sentiment by vowing to
support term limits and, whether they're
adopted or not, to serve only two terms herself.
"If you can't get done what you want to
do as governor in eight years, you should
move on and let nature take its course, bring
new blood and people and ideas," Campbell
said last week.
What makes someone seek a third or
fourth term?
"Part ofit is ego," said Rutgers professor
Alan Rosenthal, author of a book on governors and legislatures. "You think you're
indispensable. You're addicted to it."
Plenty of legislators serve for decades,
arguing they are accumulating seniority and

L& A
Market

clout to benefit their constituents. Chiefexecutives have a harder case to make. Rightly or
wrongly,they're blamed for everything from
rising crime to declining economies.
Combine that with general public anger
toward incumbents and it's easy to see why
crowds at rallies for New York Republican
George E. Pataki never tire of chanting "it's
Mario's fault."
"I must tell you that because I was a
governor for a good long while, I have a
sympathy for people who like to be governor
for a good long while," Clinton joked last
week while campaigning for Cuomo.
The general electorate, however, is less
sympathetic. A look at races where longtime
incumbents are trying to hold on:
—New York. Half to two-thirds of New
Yorkers think Cuomo is a strong, honest and
caring leader. Still, 61 percent in the same
New York Times poll say he's been governor
too long. Pataki, a state senator and virtual
unknown, is slightly ahead in most polls.
He's attacking Cuomo's tax policies and
opposition to capital punishment and term
limits. "Too liberal for too long" is Pataki's
tagline.
Cuomo counters that Pataki's tax-slash
plan is a con job and suggests he is a puppet
of Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, who hand-picked

him to run. The governor is trying to excite
party loyalists. He told a labor audience last
week that he was "running avowedly, unabashedly, proudly as a union candidate."
Recently, Cuomo said he was seeking reelection because "I don't think I've gotten
enough good things done."
—Iowa. Branstad, running for a fourth
consecutive term, survived a brutal primary
challenge by Rep. Fred Grandy. It wasn't
over even when it was over; Grandy's wife
recently endorsed DemocratCampbell.Branstad has attacked Campbell's opposition to
the death penalty and proposed a $12 million
assault on juvenile crime. Like Cuomo, he
says he hasn't finished his work.
Campbell has countered with attacks on
Branstad's parole and gun policies. Her most
recent ad accuses him of cutting funds for
child abuse caseworkers and extra parole
officers while finding the money "to increase his personal budget by 52 percent."
—Colorado.Democrat Roy Romer is the
last governor in the state who'll be able to run
for a third term. He was grandfathered into a
state term limits law. For a time,it seemed he
was in serious trouble because of his closeness to Clinton,the unpopularity ofClinton's
land policies in the West and the dire problems of Denver's giant new airport.

"Orono's best kept secret"

Feeling well Today?
1 in 5 people in the U.S. get an STD and many

open

without symptoms. Don't take a chance.

Monday - Saturday 7 -8
Sunday
8-8

18 Mill St.
Orono

Meats

Grocery
Items

Right next to Margaritas

Elect

Brent

Littlefield
Representative

to the Legislature

An Energetic, Articulate &
Independent Voice for UMaine.
Paid for and authorized by the committee to elect Brent Littlefield, Kevin Waterman, treasurer

Get yourself tested.
Walk-in STD clinic hours
Mondays & Wednesdays 5pm-7pm
Fridays 10am-11:30am
• HIV testing by appointment only
Bangor STD Clinic• 103 Texas Ave, Bangor

947-0700

lk

Maine Hemp
Referendum for'95

The citizens of Maine have launched a petition drive to
give voters the opportunity to vote on the hemp/marijuana
issue in 1995. The citizens of Maine have never voted on this issue and
we feel it's time to LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE. Signing the petition is
ONLY supporting the people's right to choose.

Petition Tables
Monday, Oct. 24
6-7pm
Memorial Union (Sutton Lounge)
Tuesday, Oct. 25
11-4pm
Memorial Union (2nd floor)
Thursday, Oct. 27
11-3pm
Memorial Union (2nd floor)
Monday, Oct. 31
6-7pm
Memorial Union (Sutton Lounge)
*Register to vote at the petition table.

Volunteers are needed to collect signatures, on voting day Tuesday,
November 8. To volunteer, please call the number listed below.

For more information call 827-1636.
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Congratulations NSE
WELL DONE
NSE
10 YEARS
CONGRATULATIONS 41
from Enrollment Management
and Rdmissions

COLLEGE OF SCIENCES

1984-1994

CoNGRAZumoNS
On Your

10th ANNIVERSARY
From

THE COLLEGE OF

Shawn Beinfich—Northern Arizona
'University; Beth Benner—Iffinois State
'University; Bryan Browe—Christopher
port Cortege; Napich Chea—University of
Massachusetts, Amherst; Mary Beth Coffins—
University ofAkiska, Fairbanks; Maribef
Deado Ortiz—University ofPuerto Rico,
Cayey; Wanda Diaz Merced—University ofPuerto
Rico, Cayey;Stephen Dinkins—University ofSouth
Carolina; David Garland—University of (gvarfa, grrio;
Leon Haperin—Sonoma State 'University; David
Houts—University of Georgia; Kristine Kern—University
ofAfasko, Fair_an.,;
6 h Kathryn Leicht—University of
Missouri, St. Louis; Mark Moore—Sonoma State Univer'University,
sity; Osana Okundaye—California State
versity of
Nprthridge; Christina Oshiro--Uni-•
Otsuka—
9acquerine
Manoa;
Hawaii,
UMcoe
Kgth—Western Wash'University of Hawaii, Manoa; Ashley
of Wisconsin, Eau
ington University;9ackie Schmidt—University
WashSmith—Western
„Yawn
Idaho;
of
MicheffeSetrman—University
Claire;
ington 'University; Susan Spencer—Catifornia State 'University, Fresno; Darek
Staab—Utah State 'University; Bridget Surber—University of Georgia; Nrcholas
Throckmorton—University ofIdaho

National Student

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Please contact:
Jack_Coffins
215Chadbourne Half
207.581-1297

"I wish to congratulate the University of Maine on the occasion of
its tenth anniversary in the National Student Exchange program
The University of Maine has been a welcome addition to our
program, serving as both a sender and a receiver for over 500
exchange students., your membership in the National Student
Exchange is valued. We join with you in celebrating ten years of
quality service to your own students and those you have hosted."
Bette Worley
Executive Director
National Student Exchange

u\IVERSITY CREDIT U\ION

Congratulations on 10 Years
NSE!!

SERVICE EXCELLENCE TO OUR MEMBERS
LOCATIONS IN THE MEMORIAL UNION, ON RANGLEY ROAD, AND
426 FOREST AVENUE—PORTLAND

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
ON YOUR 10Th ANNIVERSARY
WE SUPPORT YOUR EXCHANGE OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH
HIGHER EDUCATION AND WISH YOU CONTINUED GROWTH
AND SUCCESS.

From the University of Maine
General Alumni Association
proudly serving more than 78,000 alumni
worldwide
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• Crime

Alabama inmate arrested in slayings of warden, 3 others
GREENSBORO, Ala. (AP) — An inmate at a state prison cattle ranch killed the
warden,the warden's wife and two inmates
Sunday and burned the bodies by setting a
house on fire, prison officials said.
Kelvin O'Neal Washington, 27, was arrested in the slayings hours later on prison
property,said John Hale,a spokesman for the
state Department of Corrections. Washing-

ton is serving a 20-year sentence on his 1984
conviction for theft and assault. A motive in
the slayings was not immediately known.
A body believed to be that of74-year-old
Charles A. Farquhar, head of the prison
named in his honor, was found bludgeoned
inside his brick ranch house that was set
ablaze, Hale said.
The bodies of Farquhar's 68-year-old

wife, Doris, and one of the inmates were
also found inside. The body of the second
inmate was found in the carport.
Authorities said the inmates were shot to
death. They did not immediately say how
Mrs. Farquhar died.
The bodies were burned beyond recognition,
soCoroner Kevin Crawford was notableto make
a positive identification. He said he turned the

bodies over to state forensic scientists.
The 3,000-acre cattle and catfish ranch
about 100 miles west of Montgomery houses about 100 inmates. It was named for
Farquhar, a veteran of more than three decades with the state prison system.
Farquhar's house sits just inside the gate
at the ranch entrance, about a quarter mile
from the prison barracks.

• Texas floods

Coast Guard works against current to clean up oil
HOUSTON (AP) — The Coast Guard
worked against a strong current Sunday to
clean up more than a million gallons of oil
and gasoline that gushed from pipelines
ruptured by floodwaters.
One of the nation's busiest ports could
remain closed through the week to nearly all
traffic while crews work on the gooey mess.
Flooding that began Oct. 16 has killed at
least 19 people. Rushing water from the
swollen San Jacinto River is believed responsible for at least four pipeline breaks
that sent at least 1.2 million gallons of gasoline and crude oil into the river Thursday,
igniting fires.
A blotchy ribbon of black crude, some
patches still burning, floated from the river's mouth through the channel and into the
Gulf of Mexico. Oil-recovery ships worked
to suck the oil into storage tanks and barges
with booms and skimmers.

"I think a week is a good working figure
for resolution of the oil spillage. We may be
longer in resolving some of the other issues," Coast Guard Capt. Richard Ford
said. "It's too early to predict exactly what
type of problems we are dealing with and
how long it's going to take."
The Houston Ship Channel is open to
some barges during daylight. Ford estimated that businesses along the Port of Houston
will lose $1 million each day ocean-going
vessels are kept out.
Oil-collecting ships bobbed Sunday in 6
mph currents that slowed their progress.
"They're not particularly effective, nor
are they designed to be, in that type of
current," Ford said.
A private salvage boat worked to raise a
large object — possibly an unmanned tugboat reported missing last week — sunk in
the channel near the San Jacinto's mouth.

Five U.S. Army Corps of Engineers vessels scanned the channel and a portion of
Galveston Bay with radar and metal detectors for cars, mobile homes or other large
obstructions possibly carried there by floodwater.
A leading theory about the pipeline
breaks, near where the San Jacinto empties
into the channel, is that flood debris crashed
into the fuel lines.
Murky brown floodwater carried tons of
sediment that has settled in the 40-foot-deep
ship channel, reducing the depth in some
places to 30feet. But the runoff isn't expected to affect shipping once the channel is
reopened.
Ford said he wouldn't be surprised if all
of about 25 petroleum pipelines running
beneath the San Jacinto sustained structural
damage in the floods.
All lines in the area known as "The

Spaghetti Bowl" were shut down after two
Colonial Pipeline Co. lines carrying gasoline and diesel fuel exploded. A Texaco Inc.
crude line and a Valero Energy Corp. natural gas line were later determined to have
broken about the same time. Officials on
Saturday believed a fifth line had broken,
but on Sunday said they weren't sure.
The Coast Guard has ordered the pipelines inspected before allowing them to be
reopened.
Most flooded rivers and lakes in the
region continued to recede Sunday, while
the Neches, Brazos and Trinity rivers remained above their flood stages down river.
Also Sunday,the Red Cross opened three
more shelters for flood victims, increasing
the number to 47 operating in 33 southeast
Texas counties. Nearly 1,100 people are still
housed at the shelters, compared with more
than 8,000 last week, the agency said.

Proven Leadership and Experience
State Representative
Kathleen Stevens
UM Class of 1992
Graduate Student

State Senator
John O'Dea
UM Class of 1991
Chairman, Education
Committee

The University of Maine needs skilled advocates
in Augusta. Projected budget shortfalls demand
capable and experienced leaders to protect our
university. Kathleen Stevens and John O'Dea
have a history of proven success.

They convinced their colleagues in the Maine
Legislature that cutting education is not the
answer. They brought home results. An improving
Maine economy and the promise offuture job
creation demand an educated work force.

Let's continue the tradition of excellence in education.
Send STEVENS and O'DEA to Augusta November 8.
Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Re-elect Stevens and O'Dea. Jeannie Matava and Laurie Sleight, Treasurers.
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SportsPage

• Hockey starts with bang
• Top 25 college football
• NFL update

• Football

Wildcats end UMaine's streak, 24-7
Pirates tie Falcons

By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor

Portland 5, Springfield 5 (tie)
SPRINGFIELD,Mass.(AP)— Rick
Bennett scored his first goal of the season with 2:32 remaining in regulation
time to lift the Springfield Falcons to a 55 American Hockey League tie with the
Portland Pirates.
The Falcons erased a 3-0 deficit as
Robert Petrovicky scored three goals on
as many shots. He made it 3-1 with 2:16
left in the second period.
Petrovicky sandwiched his second
and third goals in the third period around
one by Ravil Gusmanov at 3:53. Petrovicky scored at 1:06 and again at 7:05 on
a power play.
Stefan Ustorf scored a short-handed
goal for Portland at 8:54 to tie the game
4-4 and Chris Longo gave the Pirates the
lead 1:05 later to set the stage for Bennett.
Portland took a 3-0 lead on firstperiod goals by Norm Batherson and
Martin Gendron and a second period
tally by Jeff Nelson.
The tie snapped a six-game losing
streak for the Falcons and lifted their
record to 1-6-2 while Portland remained
undefeated at 7-0-3.

Bradley injures knee
PHILADELPHIA(AP)— Philadelphia 76ers center Shawn Bradley will
miss up to six weeks with sprained ligaments in the same knee that sidelined
him 2 1/2 months last season.
The 7-foot-6 center injured his left
knee during Philadelphia's 105-98 exhibition victory Wednesday over Minnesota.

When your team is undefeated in the
conference, you find ways to win in any
kind of weather; you can win games even if
your squad doesn't play their best.
This is exactly what happened Saturday
at Alumni Field as the New Hampshire
Wildcats, now 4-0 in the Yankee Conference and 6-1 overall, used a rock-solid defense and balanced offense to defeat Maine
(3-5, 2-4) 24-7.
New Hampshire's senior quarterback
Jim Stayer overcame the misty weather conditions to complete 18 of 26 passes for 252
yards and two touchdowns. The Wildcat's
veteran head coach Bill Bowes, now in his
23rd season calling the shots at UNH,felt
the slippery field was a distinct advantage to
his club's passing attack.
"The advantage (wet field) goes to the
passing team," said Bowes. "A defensive
back has to make a sharper cut than a receiver because he doesn't know where the receiver is going."
New Hampshirejumped outto a 3-0lead
in the first half, with a 29-yard field goal by
John Curry at 10:12 in the second period.
On Maine's ensuing possession, the
Bears threatened to take the lead and perhaps should have,but a questionable no-call
by the officials on an apparent pass-interference by a UNH defender deflated the Bear's
hopes. The play was set up after freshman
tailback Andre Pam ran up the right sideline
for 26 yards, and quarterback Joe Marsillio
scrambled for five. Maine had the ball on
the UNH-43 and ran a reverse play in which
senior split-end Bob Zurinskas attempted a

CLEVELAND (AP) — Cleveland
Cavaliers guard Gerald Wilkins had his
ruptured right Achilles tendon repaired
in surgery. He will miss the entire NBA
season, but doctors said he should make
a full recovery and play next year.

Team Rank

Points

Pvs.

1
1. Boston U.(12) 138
2
121
(1)
St.
Mich.
2.
6
87
3. Minnesota
5
83
4, Colorado Coll.
3
79
5. Michigan (1)
7
50
6. Harvard
8
47
7. Clarkson
4
42
8. LSSU
9
42
8. Northeastern
19
10. Wisconsin
(First place votes in parenthesis)
Other teams recieving votes: UNH
18, Maine 16, Vermont 9, St. Cloud 8,

the board in the first half. After a short drive
by the Bears where they were stopped at
mid-field, punter Jerrod Thebarge kicked a
high-spirralling punt to the UNH-5, where
punt returner Aaron Jones fumbled and
Maine's Jeff Cipp recovered at the 5. However, on Maine's next play, with just :24
ticks left on the clock, quarterback Emilio
Colon's attempted touchdown pass was intercepted by UNH's Wes Mills.
See FOOTBALL on page 22

Senior fullback Steve Knight(#34)celebrates with Mitch Maury after scoring
Maine's only TD of the day to cut the score to 10-7. UNH prevailed, winning
24-7 (PAge photo).

• Ice hockey

• Field hockey

Black Bears start season 3-0

UMaine splits two
over weekend

By Larry Rogers Jr.

Wilkins to miss entire
season

bomb to wide receiver Steve Cates, who was
apparently pushed by a UNH defender. The
Maine crowd, along with coach Jack Cosgrove, were infuriated by the referee's nocall.
The Wildcats took advantage of the letdown caused by the preceding play and
marched 80 yards on 10-plays on their next
possesion. Big 250-pound fullback Lee
McClinton capped the drive with a 12-yard
touchdown run.
Maine had yet another chance to get on

Sports Editor
Last season, the University of Maine's
ice hockey team got off to great start with
high expectations. Then the NCAA violations were discovered and the season turned
into a nightmare.
This season the Bears and their boss,
Shawn Walsh, hope to put all that behind
them and be a dominant team in college
hockey again. Well,this weekend the Black
Bears got their foot in the door of dominance by defeating the University of Alaska-Fairbanks in three straight games,7-3,32 and 5-2.
Thursday night, Maine received goals
from six different Bears. Junior forward
Jamie Thompson got off to a great start,
scoring two goals for Maine.
Fairbanks jumped out to 1-0 lead, as
junior center Greg Miles beat Black Bear
netminder Blair Allison 5:29 into the game.
Thompson answered with his first tally of
the gamejust four minutes later from assists
by defensemen Jeff Libby and Jason Dekker.
Sophomore forward Tim Lovell notched
his first goal of the season 7:19 into the
second period, which put Maine up 4-1 and
proved to be the game-winner. Trevor Roenick and Brad Purdie each notched assists on

the goal. Forwards Reg Cardinal, Tony
Frennette, Roenick, and senior defenseman
Dave MacIsaac all lit up the lamp for Maine.
Libby finished with a pair of assists.
Allison was solid in his first outing,stopping 24 of 26 shots.
Junior goalie Larry Moberg stopped just
20 of 27 Black Bear shots for UAF.
Friday's night game was more of a nailbiter than the night before's shellacking.
Sophomore center Barry Clukey gave
Maine a 1-0 advantage 11:52 into the first
stanza, as he nailed a shot just inside the
blue-line through the 5-hole of UAF net
guard Brian Fish. Dekker and Thompson
racked up the assists.
Alaska-Fairbank's Fred Scott tied the
game up,as he scored short-handedjust 3:13
into the second.
Chris Imes gave Maine the lead back as
he drilled a power-play goal past Fish at the
11:48 mark of the second, Thompson was
credited with the assist,giving him hisfourth
point in just two games.
It didn't take the Nanooks long to even
the score up. Freshman Sean Frazier beat
Allison all alone just about three minutes
later.
Maine took the lead for good with only
five ticks left ion the clock in the second.
The Bears were in a power-play when Libby
See ICE HOCKEY on page 22

By Tony Hallett
Sports Writer
The UMaine field hockey team played the
game ofextremes this weekend,defeating Vermont Friday 1-0, and being defeated by New
Hampshire Sunday,2-0.
Friday, the Bears traveled to Burlington,
Vermont, to play what Coach Terry Kix predicted would be an even match up of NAC
contenders. UMaine quickly proved this not to
be the case, as they fired 21 shots against the
Catamounts,forcing goal keep Shannon Kelly
to make 16 saves.
Michelle Gallan put Maine on top early,
scoring on a penalty cornertwo minutesin to the
game. Annie Elkanich and Margaret Herrick
each were given an assist on the lone goal ofthe
game.
Defensively,the Bears were overpowering.
Vermont could only get five attempts off at the
Bear net. Mary-Lou Winstel made three saves.
"It was a good game to get under our belts,"
assistant coach Diane Madl said."We played
very well on offense,and put alot ofpressure on
Vermont."
Sunday,UMaine traveled to New Hampshire to try to break a historical no-win jinx.
The Bears were unable to over come the
negative tradition in the final NAC game of
See FIELD HOCKEY on page 22
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Ice Hockey

from page 21

slapped home a loose puck to leave the score
at 3-2. It was Libby's first collegiate goal,
sealing the win for Maine.
Allison was brilliant again making 22
saves on 24 shots,while UAF's Fish stooped
26 of 29 attempts.
Saturday night's match-up let the Bears
breathe a little easier, as Maine jumped
out to 4-0 lead in the second period. Jacque
Rodrique opened the scoring with his first
of two goals on the night, while Purdie,
Lovell and freshman Shawn Wansborough
each added goals. Wansbourough's tally
was the first of his collegiate career. Three
of the Black Bear's goals were of the
power-play sort.

Pat Williams and Doug Phillips each
scored a goal for UAF.
Allison got his third win, making 18
saves, while back-up goalie Greg Hirsch
stopped all four shots he faced.
Fish was brilliant for the Nanooks, picking up 31 saves.
Over the series Maine's power-play
proved to be lethal, scoring on 8 of 22
chances (.364). Their penalty killing was
even more impressive, killing off 16 of 17
penalties (.941).
Maine will travel to Boston next weekend to play Norteastern Friday night, and
they will face their most bitter rival Boston
University on Sunday evening.

Field Hockey

from page 21

the season. UNH rose up 2-0 after a two point
second half.
"They were a better team today," Madl
said. Coach Kix had mentioned earlier that
UNH currently had scored more goals than
any other of Maine's opponents in the NAC.
UMaine held UNH scoreless through the
first. The Wildcats continued to hammer shots
off against the Bear's defense, taking a total of
15 on the game.
Winstel made 13 saves for UMaine.
"Winstel played a great game," Macll said,
praising the goal keep's effort.
UNH broke through the Bear defense two
minutes in to the final stanza. Rebecca Pro-

vost scored for the at the 32:58 mark. Joan
Fortin assisted on the play that would eventually prove to be the game winner.
Stacey Simple proceeded to put the game
away at the 25:58 mark with another Wildcats'
goal. Nicole Pellechia and Jessica McClain
each aided the play.
UNHdefenseprovedto beto solidtopenetrate
forthe UMaine Bears.Shayne Medico madeonly
two saves on a slim four Black Bear shots for the
Wildcats, and UNH outnumbered UMaine in
penalty comers,7-3.
"All we can do now is look forward to the
last two games(ofthe season)and hope we get
a berth in the NAC tournament," Madl said.
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222 Kennedy Memorial Drive Waterville, Maine 04901.

Football

from page 21

The Bears did cut the lead to 10-7 in the 115 yards. The defense was led by linebackthird quarter. Senior defensive tackle Todd ers Ako Stafford and Ross Fichthom, who
Park recovered a UNH fumble giving Maine each had a sack along with 12 and 11 tackles
the ball at the UNH 45. Six minutes and 13 respectively.
For Black Bear seniors Knight, Colon,
plays later, Colon hit Steve Knight for a fourMarsilio,
Stafford, Park, Mike Adamets,
yard touchdown pass to Steve Knight after
executing agreatplay-action-fake. This would Steve Cates,JeffCommisiong,Greg Mikell,
Donny Ledbetter, Rob Shaw,Robert Tubbs
be Maine's only touchdown, however.
Bob Zurinskas, Saturday was their last
and
On UNH's next possession, Stayer was
at Alumni Field.
game
intercepted by defensive end George McDonald after the pass was tipped by Park.
New Hampshire 0 10 7 7-24
The Bears failed to get a first down with the
0 0 7 0 07
Maine
possession and were forced to punt. TheNH—FG 29 Curry
barge's kick was downed at the 1-yard line
NH—McClinton 12 run (Curry kick)
after a great touchback-saving play by
M—Knight 4 pass from Colon (Binder
Maine's Jon Gautier. Maine had the Wildkick)
cats pinned deep in their own territory, yet
NH—Allen 27 pass from Stayer(Curry
allowed them to go 99 yards down the field
kick)
for a touchdown.
NH—McClinton 17 pass from Stayer
Cosgrove cited that drive by UNH and
(Curry
kick)
Maine's failure to score as keys to the game.
"There were two parts of that game we
A-4,028.
failed," said Cosgrove. "The end ofthe first
half where we failed to score and that 99NH
Maine
yard drive by UNH were keys for us not
First
downs
21
14
being around in the fourth quarter to win."
Rushes-yards
42-105
42-102
The Wildcats put the game away in the
Passing
252
115
fourth quarter on a 17-yard screen pass to
Return Yards
56
76
McClinton from Stayer to make it 24-7,
18-26-1
16-32-1
Comp-Att-Int
which was the final score.
4-36
8-35
Punts
his
defensive
line,
Coach Bowes credited
Fumbles-Lost
2-2 0-0
which averaged 260 pounds per player, and
Penalties-Yards
6-62 7-60
the team's execution as keys to the win.
Time
of
Possession
29:45 30:15
"Overall we played a solid game on both
sides of the ball," Bowes said. "Our defenINDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
sive front is pretty big and we've gotten
RUSHING—New Hampshire,McClinbetter as the year has gone on."
ton
16-78, Smith 15-43, Stayer 10-(-15).
Junior defensive end Mike Foley had a
tremendous game for the Wildcats, record- Maine,Knight 13-45,Pam 8-36,Baur 4-12,
ing 11 tackles,4 of which were sacks, while Colon 14-13, Jameson 2-1.
PASSING—New Hampshire, Stayer
senior linebacker Warren Armes registered
18-26-1-252.
Maine, Colon 11-23-1-85,
11 tackles also.
Marsilio
5-8-0-30.
McClinton finished with 78 yards rushing
RECEIVING—New Hampshire,Smith
on 16 carries. Avrom Smith led the receiving
4-68,
Tamulski 4-40, Allan 3-58, Jones 3corps with four catches for 68 yards.
Barrow
2-41, McClinton 1-17, Mitchell
19,
Maine's Steve Knight was held to 45
Maine,
Rice 4-20,Cates 3-36,Gaine 31-9.
yards on 13 carries. Colon and Marsillio
O'Connor
3-22, Knight 2-7, Maury 1-6.
24,
throws
for
combined to complete 16 of 31
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TOWN CARS
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

World Briefs.

DIAL (207) 947-8294 • 1-800-997-8294
Local and Statewide Service • Bus and Airport Service
Time Calls Accepted • 24-Hour Service

Arounq

International Students
DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S. Immigration. Greencards provide U.S.
permanent resident status. Citizens of almost all Countries are allowed.

For info & forms:
New ERA Legal Services
20231 Stagg St., Canoga Park, CA 91306
Tel: (818)772-7168;(818)998-4425

Alpen glow
36 Main St., Orono, ME 04473(207)866-7562

\k\ WOrld
in six steps.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

Wise Trading Co., Inc.
We buy anything worth buying

Equipment and Apparel for the Outdoors

GRAND OPENING
Climbing•Backpacking•Camping
Bring this coupon in to receive

n

10% off store-wide sale
15% off selected climbing gear

Alpen{2,1ow hours:
M-F: 12pm-ipm
SAT: 9am -3pm
(Closed Sunday).

lasierCand

Valid through Nov. 15th. Not to be used in conjunction with other promotions. Limit one coupon per customer

Musical instruments
Amps• Tapes $2
Stereo Equipment
CD's $5• Guitars
Guns and Ammo
Diamonds• Cameras
Jewerly
Buy-Sell-Trade
31 Washington St., Penobscot Plaza,
Bangor
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• Baseball

• Football

How the top 25 fared Legal wars continue
How the top 25 teams in the Associated
Press' college football poll fared this week:
1. Penn State(6-0)did not play. Next: vs.
No. 24 Ohio State, Saturday.
2. Colorado(7-0)beat No. 19 Kansas State
35-21. Next: at No.3 Nebraska,Saturday.
3. Nebraska (8-0) beat Missouri 42-7.
Next: vs. No.2Colorado, Saturday.
4. Auburn (7-0) did not play. Next: vs.
Arkansas, Saturday.
5. Florida (5-1) did not play. Next: vs.
Georgia, Saturday.
6.Texas A&M(7-0)beat Rice 7-0. Next:
vs. Southern Methodist, Saturday.
7. Miami (5-1) beat West Virginia 38-6.
Next: vs. No. 17 Virginia Tech, Saturday.
8. Alabama(8-0)beat Mississippi 21-10.
Next: at Louisiana State, Nov. 5.
9.Washington(5-2)lostto Oregon 31-20.
Next: vs. Oregon State, Saturday.
10. Florida State (5-1) beat Clemson 170. Next: vs. No.20 Duke, Saturday.
11. Michigan (5-2) beat Illinois 19-14.
Next: vs. Wisconsin, Saturday.
12. Colorado State (7-1) lost to No. 18
Utah 45-31. Next: vs. Wyoming, Nov. 5.
13. Texas (5-2) lost to Rice 19-17; beat

Southern Methodist 42-20. Next: at Texas
Tech, Saturday.
14. Arizona (6-1) beat UCLA 34-24.
Next: at Oregon, Saturday.
15. North Carolina (5-2) lost to No. 25
Virginia 34-10. Next: North Carolina State,
Saturday.
16. Syracuse (6-1) beat Temple 49-42.
Next: vs. No.7 Miami, Nov.5.
17. Virginia Tech (7-1) beat Pittsburgh
45-7. Next: at No.7 Miami, Saturday.
18.Utah(7-0)beat No.12ColoradoState
45-31. Next: vs. Texas-El Paso, Saturday.
19. Kansas State(4-2)lost to No.2 Colorado 35-21. Next: at Oklahoma, Saturday.
20. Duke(7-0)beat Wake Forest 51-26.
Next: at No. 10 Florida State, Saturday.
21. Brigham Young (6-1) at Texas-El
Paso. Next: Arizona State, Saturday.
22. Boston College (3-2-1) tied Rutgers
7-7. Next: at Army,Saturday.
23. Washington State (4-2) at Arizona
State. Next: at California, Saturday.
24, Ohio State (6-2) beat Purdue 48-14.
Next: at No. 1 Penn State, Saturday.
25. Virginia(6-1)beat No.15 North Carolina 34-10. Next: at No. 20 Duke,Nov.5.

By Ronald Blum
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK(AP)-Two days after
baseball's new mediator talked peace,
players took another step in their legal
war with owners.
The players association, invoking the
triple-damage provision in the expired
labor agreement,filed a grievance Friday
in order to gain free agency for Jack
McDowell, Jim Abbott and nine others.
The grievance filed against the 28
teams asks arbitrator George Nicolau to
credit all major leaguers on active rosters
with service time for the 52 days of the
strike during the regular season. The
union also asked Nicolau to order clubs
to pay triple damages to the players denied free agency and give those players
the right to void any contracts they might
sign with their current clubs.
Players need six years to qualify for
free agency, and Abbott and McDowell
are among 11 players who need the strike
time to reach the threshold. The pair were
rejected by management's player relations committee when they attempted to
file on Oct. 15.
"This concerted action by the PRC
and the clubs violates the Basic Agreement ... as well as provisions of the National Labor Relations Act," the grievance said.
Management lawyer Chuck O'Connor
said owners may challenge Nicolau's
right to hear the grievance, which would
force the union to take its case to either
the National Labor Relations Board or to

strike. They withhold it. That's what a
strike is all about.'
Other players denied free agency in
the past week were pitchers Tom Gordon
of Kansas City, Eric Hanson of Cincinnati, Greg Harris of Colorado, Gregg
Olsen of Atlanta, Bob Patterson of California and Kenny Rogers of Texas.
Three other players in the disputed
group haven't tried to file yet: Yankees
infielder Randy Velarde, Cleveland infielder Alvaro Espinoza and Colorado
pitcher Marvin Freeman.
Some cases from the 1981 midseason
strike weren't decided until two years
later. Union head Donald Fehr wasn't
sure how long it would take for this case
to be heard.
"I'm not going to speculate on that,"
he said.
Players and owners, who on Wednesday held their first bargaining session
since Sept. 9, probably won't get back to
the bargaining table until November,acting commissioner Bud Selig said.
Owners of 18 clubs were told on a
conference call Friday that new mediator
W.J. Usery would spent several days with
union officials next week,then meet separately with management.
Usery, speaking Friday at a labor law
seminar in Atlanta, said he is optimistic
of a settlement, but warned against expecting one quickly.

court.
"Striking employees do not accrue
rights and benefits under contracts which
are dependent on, in this case, credited
service during a strike," O'Connor said.
'Strikers don't render service during a

Sex m atters?
You bet it does_
Read about it
every Friday.
The Maine Campus
newspaper
IlMalne -.5 thrice-weekly

DEADLINE
EXTENSION'

UNH fullback Lee McClinton runs on his way to a touchdown. McClinton ran
for 78 ored twice in UNH's 24-7 win (Pa.e iihoto).

ROSE
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BIKE

SUGARLOAF/USA
94/95 COLLEGE
SEASON PASS

KILLER DEALS
THE LEAVES ARE FALLING AND SO ARE OUR PRICES!

GT Tequesta SAVE $44
Jamis UKIA SAVE $54
Jamis Cross Country SAVE $50 Trek 920 SAVE $45
Trek 7000 SAVE $65
Jamis Durango SAVE $80
Trek 950 SAVE $76
Jamis Exile SAVE $100
FrAtne 18" SAVE $in
GT 4a,skar
46t Monday NIgnt aunng rootaall Season only
Available Sunday

[VISA

9 Pine Street
Orono
866-3525

Open:

M 9-5
T-Th 9-7
F 9-5
Sat. 9-4

fulitIme student season pass price If purchased on campus toy

12/1/94

DECEMBER 1ST 1994

FREE EXTRA CREDIT CARD!

Get an all day lift ticket* for only
$27atKilliington, Waterville Valley
or Mount Snow/Haystack!
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• NFL

Chiefs, Lions, Browns, Steelers all winners
Chiefs 38, Seahawks 23
KANSAS CITY,Mo.(AP)-There's
still plenty of life left in Marcus Allen's
34-year-old legs.
After a listless first quarter Sunday,
Joe Montana threw two TD passes and
Allen scored a milestone touchdown as
the Chiefs won their seventh straight
against the Seahawks 38-23, making Seattle 0-6 in post-bye games.
The Chiefs (5-2) had only six days to
get ready after playing on Monday night,
while the Seahawks(3-4)had two weeks.
It didn't matter a bit.
Late in the third period, with the Chiefs
protecting a 13-7 lead, Allen went through
a hole on the left side of the line, cut
sharply right and ran 36 yards for his
117th career touchdown. He passed John
Riggins for fourth on the career list with
his longest scoring run since going 61
yards against Denver in 1985.
Then, proving he's still durable and
dependable, Allen ran for the two-point
conversion for a 21-7 lead.
Montana hit 21 of 31 for 270 yards
and two touchdowns. He found Kimble
Anders with a 9-yard scoring pass in the
second quarter and tossed a 21-yarder to
Lake Dawson in the fourth for the rook-

ie's first NFL TD.Dawson had five catches for 93 yards.
Lions 21, Bears 16
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP)- The Detroit Lions, criticized for their inability
to make big plays, made several of them
Sunday.
Mel Gray returned a kickoff 102 yards
for a touchdown, Barry Sanders rushed
for 167 yards and Detroit's defense forced
four turnovers as the Lions ended a threegame losing streak by beating Chicago
21-16.
Despite the turnovers, Chicago had a
chance to win in the final minute. But
Erik Kramer's pass to Nate Lewis on a
fourth-and-5 from the Detroit 20 was
broken up at the 10 by Robert Massey
with 41 seconds left.
The Bears,last in the NFL against the
rush, surrendered 183 yards rushing as
their three-game winning streak ended.
Browns 37, Bengals 13
CLEVELAND (AP)- The Cleveland Browns lost Vinny Testaverde but
kept their self-respect Sunday, turning
consecutive third-quarter Cincinnati
punts into touchdowns as they rallied to

beat the winless Bengals 37-13.
game-winning 6-yard touchdown run by
The Browns, who at 6-1 are off to Byron "Barn" Morris with 8:17 to play,
their best start since 1963, trailed 13-10 and the Steelers handed the Giants their
at the half.
fourth straight loss, 10-6 Sunday.
But Eric Metcalf returned Lee
Morris rushed for 146 yards on 29
Johnson's punt 73 yards for a touchdown carries in replacing injured halfback Barless than two minutes after Travis Hill ry Foster while the Steelers' defense inrecovered a blocked punt in the end zone, tercepted two Brown passes, recovered a
completing a 17-point Cleveland third questionable fumble by him at the Pittsquarter that turned the game around.
burgh 1 and sacked him five times in
The Bengals (0-7) lost for the 15th what was one of the worst-played games
consecutive time on the road and re- this season in the NFL.
mained the NFL's only winless team.
There were seven turnovers in the
Testaverde left the game complaining game played in a constant drizzle, two
of headaches and blurred vision early in punts of 22 yards or less, blown calls by
the third quarter after being hit hard on the officials on plays that should not have
the Browns' opening possession of the resulted in turnovers, a dropped TD pass
half.
by Giants tight end Howard Cross, a wild
snap and several costly penalties that
Steelers 10, Giants 6
killed drives.
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.(AP)Last week, Brown was told by coach
Dave Brown threw in Rod Woodson's Dan Reeves to produce or face the prosdirection once too often, and it may have pect of sitting on the bench behind backresulted in more than a victory by the up Kent Graham.
Pittsburgh Steelers over the New York
ILJ
rue 5
irits
Giants.
ti
cito r- 3.4 tt
It may have cost Brown his job as Phil
ti
Simms' successor.
Ftead ft ir
Woodson's 25-yard interception reWifai
e
Irmalamaes
turn early in the fourth quarter set up a

Maine Campus Classifieds
help wanted
SPRING BREAK - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$299. Air, hotel, transfers, parties and
more! Organize small group - earn
FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800822-0321.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.- Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000 - $6,000+ per month. Room
and Board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience necessary. Call
(206)545-4155. A50671.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. Seasonal & Full-Time
employment available. No exp necessary.
For info. call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C50672.

for sale
Car Stereos, Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclipse, JVC, JBL •Sound Shapers 9891889.
1993 Lignal Zanzibar Mountain Bike. 19.5
frame. Lots of extras! Call Jim at 941-6573,
Zetra 303 Rollerblades. New wheels
608's & bearings. Size 13, used. $65
obo. J - 827-8563.
'87 Nissan Sentra 2 dr. Pioneer
cassette. Great mpg. Runs great. 5
speed standard asking $1,300 or bo
call Steve 827-2798.
'81 - '82 Toyota Tercel Parts - new
tires, fuel pump, heater, blower, motor
and more. 866-2207.
'83 Toyota Celica ST - 5spd std, ac, bra,
radio/cassette, new tires, many new
parts. Very reliable. $1000. 827-1053.

'88 Suzuki Katana - red/white new
chain & sprockets. V+H 4 into 1 pipe.
Many extras/matching helmet, tank bag,
bra. Must sell -$2100. Call Jay 581-8560.
Super Nintendo Cartridges (3). Sim
City, Nigel Mansel's Indy Racing, Ivan
Stewart's Offroad. $20 each or $50 for
all. Call Jeff @827-3174.
Reserved Parking for Maine Hockey!
Next to Alfond. $100 for regular
season. Call TKE for info. 866-0677.
Computer -Tandy 1000r1cm5 color
monitor - Mucho software inc. Modem
installed exc. system for $500. 866-3952.
'84 Jeep CJ - 7 exc. body no rust, '86
engine, 55k on engine. Cruise control,
soft top, hard doors $4200. 866.3952.
Rock Shox Mag20.5 Suspension fork
rebuilt this summer. 1 1/8 inch steerer
tube. $175. 866-7693 Tim.
1986 Saab 900, blue, 5 speed, 3-dr,
164k miles, runs great, new tires. $2000
obo. Call 581-3871 D or 866-4530 E.
Skis: Elan F.A.S. 175cm, Soloman
bindings, Raichle boots (size 9-10), poles.
$175 for everything Call Kris at 990-1519

miscellaneous
Seeking Rental for Prof w/family near
UMO starting 1/95. Call (206)5268402 or R&K, PO 95956, Seattle, WA
98145.
Clark's Fitness - tanning, step
aerobics, hair salon, fitness, avon, etc.
827-2456 -25 So. Main St, Old Town.
SPRING BREAK '95 - America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama! 110%
lowest price guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
highest commissions! (800)32TRAVEL.

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

Free lingerie, or extra cash, for
giving an exotic lingerie party!
Recorded details (603) 666-9069.
1 Person Needed to share 3 bdroom
apt. from Nov. Everything included local phone, cable. $200/mo. 8278178.
Inlimbo D.J. Service The most
music. All request, exactly what you
want. Mike Laramee 947-9173.
Will care for children anytime in my
Bangor home. CPR & First Aid cert.
Have references. Call Michelle at 9427159.
Littlefield/Representative - Fought
the budget ax! Vote Nov. 8. Paid by
comm. to elect Brent Littlefield.

roommates
Do you need a roommate? Do you need
an apartment? Well, I need a place to live
for spring semester. Call Kim at 786-4352.
Opening for female subletter at
Hubbard Farms. Rent negotiable. H
and HW included. Please call 581-7145

for rent
Large 5br 3bath apt in Orono, good
condition thru May. 900mth h & hw
included. 827-3780 leave message.
1,2, & 4 Bedroom Apartments located
within distance to University. 866-2816.
5br. Townhouse Apts. - Modern kitchen,
2 full baths, avail. now & Jan. $800 mo.
Heated, close to Univ. Call 827-6212.
3br Apts near Univ. - Modern, clean,
avail. now & Jan 1. $640. mo., heated.
Call 827-6212.
Private Country Log Home - 7 mi to
univ., kitchen & laundry priv. $260mo.
incl. util. Non-smoker call Al - 827-8281.

Old Town - large 2br, kit, bath, Ir,
pantry. Looking for QUIET tenants.
$350/mo. Call eves. 827-0348.
RESERVE FOR SECOND SEMESTER 3 & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE AT RIVERVIEW APTS IN
STILLWATER OFFERING THE FOLLOWING FEATURES; 1. HEAT PAID BY
LANDLORD 2. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3.
ON SITE LAUNDRY 4. COMPUTER
ROOM WITH POTENTIAL HOOKUP TO
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 5. AMPLE
PARKING 6. RENTS ARE $640 & $800/
MONTH. FOR SHOWING CONTACT
GRETA - 866-2071.

lost & found
Lost on campus 10/18 - Gold bracelet. If found, please return it! Call 7374195 or leave it in 39 N. Stevens.
Lost: 2 JMC text books in MCA
parking lot. Call T.G. 866-0481.
Found: Glasses and Brown Case
with black trim between MCA and
Perkins Hall on 10/18. Please call 8662102.
Found: Silver earring nest to Shibles
on 10/14. Call The Maine Campus at 11273.

personals
Brian 2 - Double your pleasure double
your fun, we're glad there's 2 Brians
instead of 1 - s**t too!
K,K, & J - I miss you all terribly (so
does H), life just isn't the same anymore without you. Please come visit
me soon! Love, Kitty
Jeremy and Rachel! Thanks for
dinner and the Portuguese lesson! -H.

